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Introduction by the Author
This is the story of an amazing liquid solution that kills all known pathogens, and yet is
nearly as safe as water to humans and animals. It is the story of a man whose goal was
to help mankind win the war against germs. It’s also my story, since it took me nearly
15 years to find the inventor and a few more years to uncover the real story which had
already transmogrified on the internet into something far enough from the truth as to be
ridiculous and laughable.
It’s also a story of greed and incompetence.
Since its invention, nearly every person who has come into contact with this substance
has only seen dollar signs.

Your author has even been accused of seeing dollar signs, but as the Talmud tells us,
“We don’t see the world as it is, but rather as we are.”
Greed and control are natural “draws.” Your author has never taken a dime for his work
researching and writing about health and wellness. Posted at our site: Wellness
Journeys is a letter from our accountant (written in 2004 when we were a
nonprofit) in which she certifies that no one working for our charity has ever been
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paid. We are all unpaid volunteers. The reason for this is simple: all of us have
“enough.” There are no conflicts of interest and we cannot be bought off. Our research
is untainted by conflicts of interest.
I should mention here that I am currently building a foundation to support
alternative/complementary therapies, and in that foundation we will eventually hire paid
staff. We simply need the best people, and to get them, we will need to pay them.
However, your author will continue to work as a volunteer because I have enough.
As I write these words, the infrastructure surrounding this liquid solution has crumbled.
The inventor died leaving machines scattered around that few know how to operate or
how to maintain. Because of the greed and need for control in every person coming into
contact with the solution, the focus was on short term profits. The only long term goal
has been to get filthy rich. Since this goal was inconsistent with that of the inventor—to
win the war against germs—incompetence became rampant. For years, wasted energy
went into accomplishing absolutely nothing, although a few dollars have been made and
a lot of egos have been bolstered.
But in the end, nothing has been accomplished; again, because nearly “everyone”
connected with the inventor who made it for some 30 years out of his kitchen has been
unmitigatedly incompetent.
The product might just die and go down in history as a footnote similar to the story of
Rife, his microscope, and his machines, which all fell into a dark hole leaving
hundreds of worthless clones on the market at ridiculous prices with unproven and
questionable results.
Those who profit from money-driven medicine, are as happy as they could possibly be
that the “actual substance” is hidden among all those pretending to have it, to have a
connection to it, and who are making money selling it, when “it” turns out to be much
less than the real thing, producing much less than the best possible results, and
sometimes doing absolutely nothing (at $40 an ounce).
The real product kills all known pathogens, including HIV and Ebola. It’s gone by
many names. The internet knows it mostly as “covalent silver solution,” and the real
deal has been sold most often and most recently under the name, BACO (Blessing
Aquatic Company).
I have traveled in circles of healers, scientists, geniuses, and journalists. When
mentioning this solution, I’ve often heard, “Oh, that multivalent silver fraud.”
It’s hard to get a “real” scientist to accept that, yes, there is a goodly amount of fraud
involved, but as for multivalent silver, it is real and it is really fantastic.
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It’s also hard to get scientists interested because of all the greed and manipulation that
have surrounded this substance, even before the web existed. There are many who
claim to have invented it. There are many who claim to be experts and even a few who
claim to be beneficent businessmen who “give” the substance away for the benefit of
mankind.
Basically, there’s so much bullshit out there that even if this solution is buried away
never to see the light of day again, your author is still going to tell its story because I’m
tired of all the lies, incompetence, and fraud. Even after the last machine falls apart,
someone will still be selling “it” on the internet.
However
Before the inventor passed away, he chose a CEO to take over for him and the
company, though not flourishing, is not, by any means, dead. It looks like it's slowly
coming to life with even better management. And since this is an ongoing book, what
happens with that company over the next few months will be going into this book.
***
I cannot be bought. You’re going to get the truth, the whole truth, and the sad truth. But
it’s the truth, and even if you can’t take it to the bank, you can take it to heart.
The title of this book is A Blessing and a Miracle, however, it really should be, A
Blessing, a Miracle, and a Clusterf**k.

Blessings to all.
I sincerely hope you'll enjoy this story,
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The Miracle
Dr Carr entered the dimly lit room. The patient lay quietly on a table in the middle of
the room. Near the patient stood a priest, his prayer book open, praying softly. Sitting
silently in the shadows were family and friends in prayer.
The patient lay dying of late stage AIDS, complicated with Herpes simplex.
Dr Carr took out a small bottle of clear liquid, inserted an eye dropper, and approached the
patient. The patient’s breathing was barely perceptible, his eyes closed.
Dr Carr lifted the patent’s eye lids and administered two drops of the solution into both
eyes. The patient did not blink. His somatic nervous system had already begun to shut
down.
Dr Carr stood back and watched the patient.
Within fifteen minutes, the patient began to blink, his eyes darting about the room. Dr Carr
administered two more drops into each eye.
Within half an hour, the patent began moving his head, looking about the room, his
breathing returning to normal.
Dr Carr administered 20 milliliters slowly into the patient’s mouth and then stood back.
Everyone waited.
Before the hour was up, the patient began moving about and attempted to sit up. His
family, now standing at his side, helped him sit up fully. He rubbed his eyes. He looked
around and smiled weakly at everyone.
Dr Carr gave him a bottle of the clear liquid along with instructions on taking it daily. With
help from his family, he left the room. He was back to work two days later.
Today the patient is AIDS and Herpes free.
***
For the longest time, this was going to be my opening chapter. It would sit all on its
own. It was a powerful piece all on its own.
But since journalism demands all the facts and not just some of the facts, I am
continually digging deeper (and still am even while writing and publishing this), and one
day I'd found what had been pushed aside every time this story was told.
The inventor had told me the above story. One of the inventor's distributors had
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initially told it to me. And Dr Carr, who oversaw the HIV/AIDS study in Belize,
Central America had told it to me as well.
What I uncovered from extensive digging is that everyone who has been cured of AIDS
in the Belize study (there were 150 at last count) not only drank the solution, they were
either injected with it or took it through an IV. The IV amounts were usually around a
quarter of an ounce to an 8 ounce bag of saline solution, or 6 - 7 cc, or approximately a
1:10 dilution.
This is important stuff. A person hearing the initial story could put his faith into one
bottle and end up getting very ill.
Additionally, when injected, there have been no adverse side effects discovered, but
when administered via IV bag, the heart must be monitored because heart rate has been
known to rise. This rise in heart rate is one reason such small doses are administered in
an IV.
Video
We are about to link you to a video that has an interesting history. It was shot in two
places.
1. Genesis West Providia Clinic
2. Belize, Central America
The original copy was lost in a fire. What was left had been modified by one of the
“pretenders,” Big Ken Wyrwich, who put his own titles on it, covering up the original.
So we had to cover those with even larger titles. The initial title is a bit off because, yes,
an HIV/AIDS study was conducted in Belize under the watchful eye of Dr Carr, but the
video of the “live cell analysis” was created in Mexico at Genesis West. The ending was
appended a few months into the study in Belize when results started coming in.
Most everything you see that are not blood cells should not be in healthy blood. You
can see the results very clearly once BACO has been administered.
Here is a link to the video: https://youtu.be/HaEVngGNN44
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Stop Me If You’ve Heard This
He was born a Blessing, William Blessing; a bright, Cajun boy who grew up in Shreveport,
Louisiana. In his own words:
I was born and raised in Lake Charles, Louisiana where many people were devout Catholics. St.
Margaret Catholic Church was two blocks from my house. My mom was a great cook. Sometimes
the priests came to my house for my mama’s gumbo, so they knew me.
Every Mass, I watched as the priest offered the Communion cup to a communicant, then wiped
the lip of the cup and passed it along to the next person. I was 12 years old when my curiosity got
the best of me, so I stayed after Mass.
The priest saw me waiting to speak to him.
“My son,” he said, “You seem to have something on your mind.”
“Father, how can you allow all these people to drink out of the same cup?” I asked, “They’ve got
the flu and no telling what- all they’ve got.”
He said, “Come here, Son”. He brought me up to the altar. As he held the cup near my face, he
pointed, “Look inside. What do you see?” he asked.
“It’s all shiny!” I told him.
The priest told me, “What you see is pure silver inside the cup. Bacteria can’t live on pure silver. It
dies.” I thought, “Wow! This could be the cure for the world!”
I ran out of the church and hurried home. The first person I saw was my daddy, who was working
in his garden. I said, “I think I have the answer for the illnesses of the world.” Daddy smiled and
said, “I know you can do it!” For most of my life, I scratched my head and rolled my eyes and
couldn’t figure out how to get silver into the human body, but I kept telling myself, “There’s gotta
be a way, there’s gotta be a way.”

We’ll let the priest’s mistake go for now; most of us know that colds and flu are caused by
viruses not bacteria. However, like the children’s game, Broken Telephone, in which one
person whispers into another’s ear, who whispers into another’s ear, and so on, until the
last person stands up and repeats what was whispered in his/her ear only to find it’s not the
same message that was originally sent, this story too has many, many versions, including
the very first, copyrighted in 1999, which happens to be sitting on my desk right this
minute.
What we can take away from the above story, which is backed by numerous studies, is that
bacteria and viruses can both be killed by silver.
Author’s Note: We should point out right here that some form of the above story at one
time was all over the web. As mentioned, it was copyrighted by Wm Blessing, and every
version of it on the web or elsewhere, except this one, is currently violating copyright law.
The story varies from location to location and some have even re-written it to hawk their
own products [we will show this to you later]. Over the years, we have forced people to take
down these pages by having our attorneys issue them a letter of injunction.
Young William Blessing never got this “silver” idea out of his head. In libraries, he'd often
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look up stories on silver. It was alone in a library that he learned that, in the old West,
cowboys would toss a silver dollar into a horse trough to keep it clean. Everywhere he
went, everything he did, in the back of his mind, he felt there must be a way to deliver
silver in such a manner that it could kill all pathogens.
Never forgetting about his silver ideas, a few years later Bill invented a silver filter that could
be fitted inside the human body supplying silver in minute amounts 24 hours a day. His
biggest mistake was calling it a Blow-Back Tube. The patent was denied because Thomas
Jefferson had invented a blow-back tube years earlier.
Bill could have changed the name and resubmit his patent, but he felt that, in a way, this
minor setback was a message that said: there had to be a better way and he was going to find
it.
Author's Note: This section in red is what I was supposed to write for you, however, as a
journalist, I try not to let any "fact" get by me without "fact checking."
Thomas Jefferson never patented anything. If you search for a list of his inventions, a blow-back
tube is never mentioned. Only the stories circulating the web about "covalent silver solution"
mention this.
As a journalist I had to get it right. Did Bill invent this story, or was it simply one of the myths that
grew up around his invention, we will never know. However, when I confronted him with this little
"fact," he hesitated, and said, "You know, you might be right."
Many people get caught up in the mythology surrounding them, and it's quite human to start
believing that mythology when it's repeated so often.
But the facts stand: Jefferson never invented a blow-back tube and never patented anything, and
Bill Blessing's early years are shrouded in a cloud of mythology that even he got caught up in.

Bill thought about his silver problem constantly over the years. He knew all about colloidal
silver, but he also knew it just wasn’t as effective as it could be. He figured the smaller the
particle, the quicker the absorption and the more freely it could penetrate blood cells;
something colloidal silver couldn’t do.
Additionally, colloidal silver was not suspended in water. If a bottle sat still, the silver sunk
to the bottom. Bill intuitively figured that the best, most efficient delivery of silver would be
via a solution in which the silver was suspended in that solution.
Both he and his wife had put in nearly twenty years in the oil industry working out of
Houston. Bill had been a draftsman designing piping while his wife, Carolyn, affectionately
called Toodie, had been a mechanical designer.
Over a twenty year period, Bill and Toodie had documented many of their designs and
inventions. They moved to Colorado Springs, Colorado to focus on the silver problem.
Their two grown sons followed them and stayed on permanently. Not long after settling
into Colorado, a job offer for Toodie came in from the University of Louisiana that
enticed them to move back south just a little longer. The university held a Productivity
Center that could possibly promote some of their inventions.
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His oldest son’s wife had just given birth to their first grandson, so they weren’t
planning on staying long in Louisiana, especially since Bill’s job at the university was
an unpaid position. Toodie got the paid position teaching mechanical designers how to
use AutoCad.
The year was 1986, and Bill, working for nothing, set out to design a very unique computer
chip that would be self-diagnosing; telling the user if something had gone wrong, if it had
been hit by a spike, or if the manufacturing had created a problem and the chip needed
replacement. But not too long into the project he began hearing stories about inventors who
had been duped into signing their invention rights over to universities; how the staff
rewrote the patents, naming themselves the inventors.
This took a bit of wind out of his sails and he slowed down on the project, constantly
questioning himself about what he really wanted to do and whether he should continue on
with the university.
William had loved and admired his grandfather very dearly. He’d always felt that his
grandfather was one the most creative and inventive men around. As a child, he’d sit fixated,
watching his grandfather whittle wooden gears for his inventions. In his adult life, whenever
William was stressed out and frustrated in his work, he’d call out to his grandfather as he
went to bed, give him the problem, and let his grandfather work on it for him. He often
awoke with a solution.
One night, torn between returning to Colorado and finishing up his computer chip, as he got
ready for bed, he looked up toward the heavens and said: “Ok, PawPaw, it’s your turn: start
talking to me,” and he handed over his problems to his grandfather. The next morning, Bill
awoke feeling weirdly ecstatic. Still in his PJs, he noticed that his inspiration level was quite
intense. He had a small breakfast and went off to his job at the university.
Two things happened that day.
Bill suddenly realized as he sat drawing the chip that he was actually working on his silver
device. That same day, coincidentally, the chancellor of the University came to him saying,
“I know you won’t let us read your patent application, but would you let us see your drawing
of what you’ve been talking about.” The chancellor was talking of Bill’s silver delivery
invention; something that hadn’t actually been drawn yet. From the age of 12 to 40, he’d
only thought of it and had yet to put pencil to paper on it. His computer chip design was the
closest he’d gotten to it.
Bill was a fine artist. He could draw anything and even loved drawing cartoons. He told the
chancellor, “Let me see. I’ll get back to you.”
So he pushed his work aside and put a fresh sheet of paper on his desk. He began drawing
using the circle template, allowing his PawPaw to control his hand, and he quickly realized
that he was drawing the core to his machine that would make the silver water. Within an hour
he had all the drawings, cross sections, and dimensions (tolerances, materials). He faxed
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everything to a friend in a machine shop in Colorado Springs.
At home in the evenings he slowly put together a power supply for his machine. He sent that
to Bill Branson Jr who lived in Pueblo, Colorado.
The first response from his friend, Clinton, to whom he sent the drawings was: “Have you
been in outer space recently?”
“You would think so, huh?” replied Bill.
“How long have you been working on this drawing?”
“About an hour, hour and a half.”
“Does that include your time spent in space?”
William and Toodie packed up and moved back to Colorado.
He took his new machine to a friend’s house, Bill Branson Sr, where they hooked it up and
ran some water through it. The liquid came out very cloudy. His friend, Bill Sr, was very
interested in a silver solution also, but quickly walked away when the bottle of cloudy liquid
turned black; walked away saying something to the effect of: “I’m not having anything to do
with that shit.”
Let’s jump ahead again.
It didn’t take William long to realize that the solution turning black was a reaction caused by
it being hit by ultraviolet light. He modified the flow of water passing through his machine,
and finally got a solution that was just slightly milky, turned a dark purple when hit by UV
light, and within a few short days, turned back to clear, clean looking water. The black stuff
stayed black a much longer time, but eventually even that cleared up.
When he first wrote about this, he gave his friend, Bill Branson Sr, a lot of credit for the
invention because Pops was like that. He wanted to share everything.
William Blessing was a very kind, loving man who never said a mean or harsh word about
anyone. In fact, people everywhere loved him and called him Pops, and we’re going to call
him Pops from here on.
His kind and loving nature was also responsible for his downfalls. He was not a very good
businessman. He knew this and brought in others to work with him. Most of the time, the
“others” saw dollar signs, and stupidity and incompetence weren’t far behind.
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Pops had to break off nearly every business relationship he’d established concerning BACO
because everyone wanted to become billionaires off of his invention. We’ll tell you about
some of these people in the future. It’s better than a gossip column. It’s just sad how many
people over the years have tried to take credit for its invention or attack it in order to hawk
their own products.
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So Many Lies and So Few Brains
This is not the chapter I had planned to write. You’ll have to wait for that because I’ve just
been given permission to publish photos I took when I met with Pops and interviewed him
for this book.
One of the controversies surrounding BACO is “who really invented it?”
It’s a silly controversy because the inventor knew who invented it, but because he was so
generous, he gave a lot of credit to those people who suggested this or that or pushed a
button or did something.
Pops had met with another writer and offered him a chance at writing the definitive book
on BACO, but after a few months of work, he just dropped out, and I can’t blame him. I
keep running into people telling me I’m full of dog doo-doo, and that they know who
“really” invented this substance.
In the original book that “other guy” was writing, Pops, being his generous self, gave a bit
of credit to his old friend, Bill Branson Sr. It was Bill Sr who suggested a setting on the
“reactor.” That’s all he did, but, to this day, Bill’s son, Bill Jr, thinks his father was the
inventor. He believes this so much so that he even convinced one of Pops’ sons that Bill
Branson Sr was the inventor. It took Pops pulling his son aside and showing him the
original drawings to convince his own son that he was the inventor. [We will talk about this
later. It gets even more involved.]
Bill Branson Jr is one of the nicest guys you’ll ever want to meet [since this was written,
we’ve changed our mind on this . . . keep reading]. But he still thinks his father invented the
reactor, even though he has at Jr’s location, the original prototype, while Pops had at
least 20 more at his own location in Houston when I interviewed him. Pops kept tweaking
and making changes as he went along and always replaced the silver rods with regularity.
The rods in Bill Branson’s machine are very old, and until recently he did not know the
purity of the silver required to work in the reactor.
Note: As I write these words, as of today, 2016, one of Pops’ sons is now working with
Branson making a “really powerful” solution. It isn’t BACO, and it’s not been tested, but
they’re convinced they’ve created something better. Rumor has it they’re running
ozonated water through Pops’ prototype reactor. We wish them the best of luck. [As of
December 2018, we’ve heard they have since split up.]
Another reason Bill Jr is convinced his father made the machine is that Pops had Bill Sr
bring a sample of BACO to Creighton University for testing, as you can see in the image
below.
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One of Pops’ ex-associates, Larry “Buddy” Mael, tried to tell me that some Russians
invented the reactor because one of his sources had told him. I said that I’d have to talk to
those sources, to which Buddy responded, “No way.”
“Well,” I told Buddy, “Then that’s just a rumor as far as the world is concerned. I’d have to
question the source of that one before even acknowledging it.”
Over the years Buddy told me a lot of lies, starting the first day I’d met him. He told me
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that the studies out of Germany would be released in three months. There never were any
studies, and you’ll see why later.
You see, one of Buddy’s greatest accomplishments while working with Pops (his only
accomplishment) was that he got a sample of BACO into the hands of an expert in water.
The expert’s name is Professor Bernd Kröplin.
Kröplin is recognized as a genius. It was Buddy’s friend Marc Mercury, ex-Navy Seal and
Hollywood stuntman, who got in to see the Professor and here is how the story goes.
Kröplin took a specimen from the BACO bottle and put it under a $100 million dollar
microscope. He then picked up the phone and made a few calls. Within a short time, private
jets began landing at the nearest airport, and when the distinguished scientists arrived,
Kröplin gave them each a test tube filled with BACO and said, “Take that back and take a
good look at it. It’s fascinating.”
After a few months of getting reports out of Germany with Buddy forwarding them to Pops,
Pops decided to write to Dr Kröplin.
Here is the letter, with Pop’s address and phone number removed:
Dear Dr. Kröplin,
I hope your research is progressing well regarding Blessing Water. Allow me to introduce myself.
I am William Blessing, Sr., the sole owner and inventor of Blessing Water. Several months ago,
representatives of my company contacted you regarding testing my water. I understand that you
have been in contact with Marc Mercury and Larry "Buddy" Mael. Any information I have
received regarding your research on Blessing Water has from these individuals, and now I feel it
is time to make direct contact with you.
In late September, Mr. Mael sent me a three-page summary of the research you have completed
including a brief mention of your plans to do clinical testing on cancer patients in November
2009.
Recently, Mr. Mael informed me that you had successfully completed this testing. Other
institutions around the world have done testing, but the University of Stuttgart is the first to test
the product on various forms of cancer. Although I was pleased to hear that your research was
successful, I not been given the results of your testing on cancer.
Although I have made several inquiries of Mr. Mael and Mr. Mercury, they have not informed me
of your goals or intentions regarding Blessing Water. I have been led to believe that you are
forming some form of alliance or joint venture with the World Health Organization, which
pleases me. If this is true, as the inventor and owner of Blessing Aquatic Corporation, I wish to be
included in such a joint venture.
I am very interested in speaking with you directly to determine how your research can be
mutually beneficial to the Blessing Aquatic Corporation and the University of Stuttgart/Tao
Technologies.
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I would appreciate if you would contact me as soon as possible . . . in order to initiate dialogue
and participate in plans for the future.

Sincerely,

William Blessing, Sr.
CEO Blessing Aquatic Corporation

It wasn’t long after this letter was written that Buddy found out about it, and he exploded. He
went after Pops, telling him he had “violated protocol” and did irreparable damage to their
plans for further studies.
It wasn’t long after that that Pops discovered that Buddy and Marc had represented
themselves to the professor as the owners of the company and as co-inventors.
Here’s a bit of irony: Pops knew all this (how Buddy and Marc had misrepresented
themselves) while I was interviewing him, but never said one bad word about Buddy, even
though he was already planning on ending his partnership with him. The irony is, and I have
it all on an audio recording where he praised Buddy high and low. He told me that his heart
had spoken with Buddy’s heart, and that Buddy was the one person he could trust to market
this product.
And then within six months to a year (after our interviews), he cut off Buddy completely,
according to the new CEO of the company, Randy Grace. Grace assumed that Buddy, in
order to make sales, “must have” watered down his remaining BACO. People who had
purchased from Buddy sent samples back to Pops asking him why it wasn’t working.
We know for a fact that something was wrong with the BACO because people were just not
getting the results they had been used to, and of course, Buddy blamed Pops.
According to Randy, to keep his reputation clean and because he felt sorry for Buddy, Pops
supplied Buddy with BACO afterwards from time to time. But there was no relationship
between them other than a cordial one.
At one point early on in my dealings with Buddy, after my time interviewing Pops, Buddy
told me that someone (anonymous) had stepped up and paid for the studies (the fictional
studies). I wanted to hear Pops’ reaction so I passed this tidbit onto him. Pops responded,
“Really? What studies?”
To get Buddy’s reaction, I mentioned to him that I’d told Pops about the studies being paid
for, and Buddy again exploded. Apparently Buddy doesn’t know much about journalism, and
that having just one source means little to nothing, unless there is only one extant. Most of
the time, there is more than one source.
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It would take the death of Pops for me to find out that Professor Kröplin, having been lied to,
washed his hands of any collaboration with BACO and refused to conduct any further
research with his own funding, even though he had once referred to BACO as “the most
miraculous invention of the 20th century.”
It was shortly after my call to Pops in which I had informed him of these imaginary studies
not having been paid for that Pops quit returning my calls, or even answering the phone
when my name turned up on his caller ID. It didn’t take all that long to figure out that it
could only have been Buddy who’d come between us.
I let it rest for a while knowing I could get him back later.
Obviously Buddy didn’t want me telling Pops anything more that I’d learned, but sadly, at
that time, there was no way for me to learn that Pops had split with Buddy, and I still kept
bringing in people to invest in BACO through Buddy, who, in the end, and in the words of
Randy Grace, was “a con artist.”
As stated in the introduction, everywhere Pops went with his BACO, he found people who
saw only dollar signs. They all wanted to make trillions, and nearly each one claimed to be
the inventor.
There will be a coming chapter in which I will name every person who came into contact
with BACO and all the little lies they’ve promulgated for fame and fortune, but first, let’s
take a look at the inventor and his invention.
I was permitted to see the original design drawings of the reactor, but was not allowed to
photograph them. These photos will not give away any proprietary technology.
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Pops made his BACO right in the kitchen. He’d purchase bottled water, pour it out, and then
fill it with BACO. One thing they’d discovered was that water quality was an important
factor. They’d also discovered that sea water made the best BACO, after which they could
desalinate the water.
Pops’ homes were always located on a site that had good quality water.
It always struck everyone as curious that no one ever purchased empty bottles with tamper
proof caps and labels to market BACO. Buddy Mael seemed to be perfectly happy to sell the
stuff in used water bottles, with the caps taped up tightly. Once in a while he’d glue some
kind of label on. No one is really sure what Buddy did, but it wasn’t marketing. But again,
Pops never said a mean word about Buddy, even when he walked away from him.
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This is a bottle of freshly made BACO. As you can see, it’s quite cloudy.
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Here’s Pops (William Blessing) the inventor, holding his freshly made bottle of BACO.
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He put it out in the sun and it started to react.
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It continued to react.
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Finally, it was done. This is the photochemical reaction that occurs after making BACO. By
morning, the solution will be as clear as water.
It was later discovered that the BACO does not have to be “cured” in this manner. It will turn
clear in just a few days without losing any of its effectiveness.
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Here’s Pops holding two gallons. He told me to open my trunk and put them inside for my ride home.
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This is the reactor. BACO comes out the bottom.
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The water comes in at this point.

Note there are no electronics hooked up. I was not allowed to photograph the electronics
involved.
If you listen to “experts,” separating hydrogen from water is an energy-intensive process.
Pops separated the hydrogen from water using just a phone charger.

You can see the silver rods used in the reactor.
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Always, on Pops’ desk, sat a picture of his beautiful wife, Toodie.
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What the Hell Is It?
Pops initially set out to suspend silver in water. No matter how small you make a silver
particle, it cannot be suspended permanently in water. With some of the newer colloidal
silvers, the so-called “nano” silvers, the particles are suspended in the water when you pick it
up and shake it. Set it down, though, and eventually all the particles will sink to the bottom
(or as chemists say, fall out of solution).
Why would anyone care about this? If you make a good nano silver product or colloidal
silver, why care about suspending the silver when you can shake it, drink it and get the
benefits?
Actually, it was an intuitive decision. Pops was driven but he did not know why; he just
knew he had to do this. He hypothesized that applying an electrical charge to water passing
through pure silver would bond oxygen to the silver atoms. He figured enough oxygen
bonded to silver atoms would permanently suspend the silver in water. He wasn’t sure how
to do it, but he built his first working prototype in 1985.
Let’s go back to the night they made the first bottle.
Pops had sent his drawings to a machinist in Colorado, a friend he really trusted. Then,
before leaving Louisiana, he mailed the power supply he’d built for the reactor to another
trusted friend, Bill Branson Jr in Pueblo, Colorado.
Branson’s father, Bill Senior (whom Pops called Ramrod because Pops was Bill Senior and
there were two Bill Juniors, so one of them needed a nickname) had the purest silver in
Colorado. If you think finding pure silver is easy, just keep in mind that silver that is
99.99999% pure is not pure enough to work in the reactor. Later, Pops would connect up
with the jewelry industry to get his silver.
Bill Branson Jr sent the silver to a foundry in Pittsburgh where they poured the core for the
reactor.
The molded shapes arrived at Billy’s place (we’ll call Bill Branson Jr “Billy” from now on),
which was the perfect place to receive them, since the Bransons were mechanical wizards
and Billy had a complete machine shop in his garage.
Pops told me that they needed to machine the parts just a bit more to get everything to fit
together. While Ramrod was unpacking the power supply, he unwittingly clicked the switch
to the perfect voltage setting. Pops affixed the power supply while Ramrod hooked up a
hose. They didn’t know it at the time, but the water at Billy’s place was the best possible
water for the reactor, at least on land.
The reactor was ready and everyone stood around it, almost fearing to move when Pops
reached over, switched it on, and filled up one gallon. When full, they wrote the power
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settings on the jug using a red, permanent marker.
The water inside the jug was cloudy. They lifted it and set it in the sunlight on a counter.
Then slowly, the cloudy water began turning darker and darker until it looked like CocaCola.
That was when Ramrod said, “I’m not having anything to do with that shit,” packed his bags
and drove back to Nebraska.
Pops took the jug and set it along the driveway, dusted off his hands, and said, “Well, this
isn’t gonna work.”
That jug sat there for weeks. The next time they saw it, it was just a tiny scrap of plastic. A
storm had hit, Billy’s dog house had been toppled, and all that was left of the jug was a bit of
plastic with the red writing on it. Pops had just stopped by for a visit, and both of them,
almost at the same time said, “Let’s try it again.”
Pops, again, intuitively thought that maybe it was the sunshine that had caused the solution to
turn black and wanted to test this theory. Instead of just one jug, over the next few days, this
experiment would turn into three jugs.
The first jug was filled, just as cloudy as the first, and Billy hid it immediately in a dark
kitchen pantry.
The next day, Pops called Billy, who had already peaked in and reported that it looked a little
bit less milky but wasn’t getting any darker. Pops decided to stop by and see for himself, and
this time they made another and compared the “milkiness” of the two bottles to determine if
it had lessened in the first.
Sure enough, the first one was less milky than the second, but Pops wasn’t quite sure what
that meant. Both went into the pantry.
The next day, jug #1 was almost clear, while jug #2 was still milky. They made a third jug
and put it in the pantry with jug #1, took out jug #2, and set it on the counter in the sun.
Sure enough, the solution started turning a purplish color. They looked at each other and
again, nearly said the same thing at the same time: “Let’s put a fresh one in the sun.”
They made up jug #4, took it outside to the picnic table and set it right there in the bright
sunlight. Within three minutes, the solution inside the jug was jet black.
Pops’ theory had been correct. It was exposure to ultraviolet light that had caused the color
change.
Billy then said he had a friend at the city’s water-testing lab and so they brought jug #1 and
#2 in for testing and learned that both were the same strength; the silver content was the
same. Now keep in mind that Billy’s friend, the PhD at the water-testing lab, was “told” that
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the jugs contained silver. This will mean something later on.
The next day both bottles had gone clear, and they took them back for testing only to find
that nothing had changed but the color. Both tested out to have the same amount of silver.
But the thing was, the silver was suspended in water. The PhD in the lab confirmed that
silver turns dark when it absorbs ultraviolet light, but he couldn’t explain why it was
suspended. Out of curiosity, he performed a few more tests and sent Pops and Billy back
home with the results.
From the lab results, Pops knew he was on the right track. He figured that the solution would
probably prevent the growth of algae and bacteria in a hot tub. So they moved Billy’s hot tub
into their new laboratory, Billy’s garage and machine shop, poured several jugs of the
solution into it, filled the rest with tap water, and plugged it in.
Pops was working on a new project at the time and needed to use Billy’s machine shop, so he
frequently visited. He was machining some mining equipment.
On one trip he met Tom, Billy’s neighbor. Tom had stopped by to go hot tubbing. When he
dropped his robe, Pops noticed scabby sores on his skin. About a month later, when Pops
returned to work on his project, Billy informed him that there was no sign of algae at all in
the tub, and sure enough, Tom stopped by to use the tub that day too. Billy told Pops that
Tom had been by a few times since Pops had been there. He was glad to have someone
enjoying the tub.
However, while Pops was working on his project, Tom got out of the tub, Pops looked up,
and this time instead of seeing Tom’s sores, he saw fresh pink skin where they had been.
Pops went over and asked him about it. Tom looked at him and said it was cancer. He said
the doctor had diagnosed him with malignant melanoma and wanted to schedule chemo, but
Tom kept putting off the treatments.
Tom said, “My sores are going away. I haven’t taken any medicine. Now the doctor says I
don’t have melanoma.” Then he added: “The only thing I’m doing different is getting in this
hot tub.”
So, it’s here you’re supposed to ask, what the hell is it?
This is what we know:
First off, I contacted the Chemistry Outreach Program at the University of Minnesota asking
them how many atoms of oxygen can be bonded to silver. Here is their response:
In Ag2O3, the standard oxidation state of Ag in an oxide (1+), there are 4 O atoms bound to every Ag ion. But I think
that the most oxygens that can bind to silver are found in silver peroxide (Ag2O2). I think that is octahedral with each
silver bound to 6 Oxygens, like rock salt, but I am not completely sure because it is actually a mixed valence material
(a mixture of Ag(I) and Ag(III) rather than pure Ag(II)).

BACO is oxygen bonded to silver. However, it’s many, many oxygen atoms bonded to
silver. At first, Pops kept referring to the number of oxygen atoms as “infinite,” but that’s
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impossible. Some have said billions, but that’s impossible. The molecule is small enough to
go through glass.
We know this: The molecule exists in perpetual motion. Now you might say that all
molecules exist in perpetual motion because of their vibrations, but in solution, this
molecule darts around. Some bounce off the container, while other dig into the container
and some actually go through the container.
Ironically, the only person who can describe the molecule washed his hands of the entire
project and walked away.
As we’ve mentioned previously, he had been approached by Marc Mercury, Buddy’s friend,
who represented himself as part owner of the company (along with Buddy) and coinventor. Now whether this was his idea or Buddy’s, we don’t know. All we know is they
misrepresented themselves, and Professor Bernd Kröplin, one of the top "water" experts in
the world, did some initial studies on the solution. But within a year, after Pops had
contacted him, saying he was actually the inventor, Kröplin walked away and washed his
hands of the whole thing.
We do know, however, that Kröplin stayed in touch with Pops for a while. Only those close
to Pops know this. Pops sent the professor "water" on occasion. The relationship between
Pops and Kröplin ended amiably.
What Kröplin did determine is the following: the silver is suspended and darts around in
solution. It penetrates the glass or plastic of the container. He said that you could get some of
the benefits of the solution by just holding the jar because molecules were exiting the jar and
going into your hand. Kröplin also felt that this was the most magnificent invention of the
twentieth century completely eclipsing the invention of antibiotics. And Pops' intuition had
paid off because the BACO molecule could do something no colloid, no matter how small,
could do, which was penetrate a blood cell.
However, because Kröplin walked away, he left us no description of the molecule beyond the
fact that a multitude of oxygen atoms are bonded to the silver atoms and, from his
descriptions, we can assume that the number is in the thousands.
We also know that William Blessing violated the laws of physics/chemistry when he bonded
a multitude of oxygen atoms to a single silver atom. Somehow, Pops had developed a form
of cold fusion that created these multivalent bonds. Albert Einstein and many others have
theorized that cold fusion is not possible or, as Wikipedia puts it: "There is currently no
accepted theoretical model that would allow cold fusion to occur."
We know that something miraculous has occurred but, sadly, further studies are required to
establish this multivalent solution actually exists, as well as establish all of its properties.
Studies cost money, and the people who came into the picture to invest big money have all
been pushed away by either Pops, because he wanted to maintain strict controls of the
product, or by Buddy, because he was always spouting off about some crazy economic
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theory about a new banking system and the collapse of the dollar.
In fact, according to Randy Grace, Buddy always had some con going. He’d convinced Pops
that the dollar was about to collapse. When someone actually came to invest $10 million in
the company, Buddy got him on the phone for a conference call, and, again, according to
Randy Grace who was listening in on one of Pops’ phones, Buddy kept trying to convince
the investor that there was a better way to get Pops money rather than just a bank transfer;
that a bank account in this “new” sort of bank had to be created, and once it had money in it,
it would start growing and Pops could withdraw from that as it grew . . . well, long story
short, the investor said, “Hey, all I wanted to do was invest in your product,” then hung up
and walked away.
Ever heard the phrase, “you can’t con a con?”
Actually, you can. Buddy found an investor, an ex-military man, who wanted to help
fundraise. Everyone got excited and helped this guy establish his organization, run the
charity events, and do what he needed to do to collect money. When they'd taken in nearly a
million dollars, he suddenly disappeared and nobody has seen him since.
Again, BACO is probably never going to go anywhere because every person involved has
focused solely on getting rich instead of getting it out to the world. I do believe that Randy
Grace might be the only person I’ve met who doesn’t want to control it and doesn’t want to
get rich; that he truly wants to get it out to the world.
To recap: BACO is a multivalent silver product in which the silver is bonded to enough
atoms of oxygen to be suspended in solution. It is antipathogenic, but does not seem to harm
good bacteria. It kills yeast, mold, fungus, some parasites (it will kill harmful nematodes but
not friendly nematodes), bacteria, and viruses. It has been tested, but not thoroughly enough
to determine the best dosage, best delivery system, or an accurate description of the
molecule. It is sold as a disinfectant, but it is perfectly harmless to drink, unless you drink
more than a pint or so, in which case a detox of sorts will start inside your digestive tract and
you will get diarrhea.
Results from Testing:
Texas A&M University, Bryan, Texas
(1992) Mechanical properties testing:
• This product has disinfecting characteristics.
• This product is non-toxic and has no chemical additives.
• This product scientifically is not mixed or blended, but is in permanent suspension.
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• This product is a water purifier.
From the Pending Patent Application
1. [BACO] is a permanently-suspended mineral in solution.
2. [BACO] is a multitude of Oxygen atoms arranged symmetrically about the center of a
charged Silver atom.
3. [BACO] cannot be altered or transformed.
4. [BACO] cannot be combined with any other substance to form a compound.
5. [BACO] is capable of being atomically absorbed into matter.

We again notify everyone that these images contain a digital copyright and may not be
copied. They are protected by U.S. Copyright Laws, and are not to be downloaded or
reproduced in any way. If the digital copyright is discovered online, the person responsible
will be hearing from our attorneys and may expect a very stiff fine.
And finally, from Dr Carr who oversaw the AIDS study in Belize:
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All rights reserved.
No images or portions of the images in this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical
methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher. They
are digitally copyrighted and if found on the internet, the person
responsible will pay a huge fine and be forced to remove them.
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Let’s Try This
At this point, Pops knew that his silver was suspended in solution and that it was a germ
killer. He’d also just watched a man with melanoma, a particularly deadly form of cancer, get
healed by simply bathing in his solution. There was no other explanation, since there was
nothing else the fellow had done that was different.
And then he remembered a Televangelist say something that had, for some reason, stuck with
him. He didn’t remember which pastor or what church the guy was from, but he did
remember hearing the preacher say that when a cure for malaria is found, it would also be the
cure for cancer.
There was no reason to believe a preacher on TV. He wasn’t a scientist. But for some reason
what he’d said intuitively made sense to Pops. His step-father had suffered bouts of malaria
for years since the WWII. Pops thought to himself, “Since we’ve just cured a cancer, I
wonder if it will cure malaria.” After a while, he no longer wondered. He was sure.
There were hundreds of tests and experiments going through his mind but, like most people
who accomplish great things, he set his focus on this one test and nothing was going to stop
him.
He began to come up with his dangerous plan, which was only dangerous in everyone else’s
eyes. So he kept it to himself.
He’d taken Toodie on several trips to Venezuela, and he knew he could find men there to
guide him into the jungles. This time, however, Toodie wasn’t going and, even more
important; Toodie wasn’t going to find out either.
He did tell his youngest son, Rob, who was 24 at the time and living in Denver. “Pops, don’t
do it. What if it hurts you? What if the solution doesn’t work?”
Pops responded, “The solution will work. I wouldn’t do this if I didn’t believe it.”
Arriving in Venezuela, he looked up his good friend, Felix, and told him what he was
planning to do. Felix tried to discourage him, but to no avail. So Felix went ahead and made
a few calls and located a potential guide.
“Take me where the bugs are. I want to let them bite me.” Felix translated to the guide.
“Absolutely not!” he said through Felix. “You’re on your own. Get away from me. Loco en
la cabeza,” he muttered, walking away.
Felix found him another guide, two in fact, but this time Pops told the prospects, “I’ve got
a mosquito net. I want to capture some malarial mosquitoes and analyze them.”
They agreed to take him into the jungles.
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They rode about 40 miles out of the city. The pavement stopped and the vehicle drove on
about two more miles, and then the driver stopped. Everyone got out and put on mosquitoprotective gear, and then they hiked 30 minutes into the jungle. They arrived at a dried-up
waterfall, a prehistoric-looking place with lots of ferns.
Pops began removing his gear. As he removed his shirt, the lead guide yelled out, “What’s he
doing?” Felix told him what Pops had intended to do, and handed the man the fine-point
permanent marker.
“Whenever you see a mosquito bite me, draw a circle on my skin around the exact location,”
Pops told the guide.
For about 10 minutes, Pops sauntered around the area shirtless, and then he heard them. They
were unmistakable, sounding ten times louder than any mosquito he’d ever heard back home.
Suddenly, he was dinner. He couldn’t see them, but each bite on his back felt like a wasp
sting. Over his shoulder, he finally caught a glimpse of one. It was three times bigger than
any mosquito in Louisiana and was jet black. She hovered over his right shoulder, almost
aware he was watching her. “Then she bit the hell out of me,” he told people later.
He felt several more bites on his back and the guide did as told, circling each bite with the
maker. When they counted seven bites, Pop cried out “Enough,” and started hiking back to
the vehicle. He started to put his shirt back on when he noticed everyone staring at his back.
He asked, “What do they look like?”
“They’re real puffy and red. Each bite has a dark dot where the stinger went in,” Felix told
him.
Within an hour, as they traveled back, Pops felt a fever coming on, especially around his
eyes. Felix looked at him and asked, “What do you think?”
Pops replied weakly, “It has already taken.” All they could say was, “Wow.”
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Now, to Tell Toodie
Malaria is an interesting illness because the symptoms come and go in cycles. For a while
you’re really sick and then suddenly, you feel better. But you’ve still got it. That’s for sure.
Pops flew back to Houston the next day. As was their usual, he helped Toodie out in the
kitchen preparing the food. He found his appetite lacking, mainly from the guilt of what he’d
done in Venezuela without telling Toodie. There had never been any secrets between them.
Evenings, he’d build a little fire in their fireplace and they’d sit and chat. He held back from
telling her, knowing she’d be angry, but he also knew that it wouldn’t be long before his
malaria symptoms would hit him. He had calculated that the bug had a three week incubation
period. As they chatted, in the back of his mind, nagging him, was the question: “What is she
going to do when she finds out?”
Near the end of his three week waiting period, Rob showed up for a visit. When they were
alone, Rob asked him how he was doing. Pops said that so far, he’d only felt sick the day he
got infected. “But how do you feel right now,” Rob asked.
“I’m a little sluggish. I don’t feel sick. I’m okay,” he replied, rising to his feet.
As he turned to Rob to add something, he noticed two of him sitting there on the couch and
blurted out, “Uh-oh.”
“What?”
Pops said, “Ya better take me to my bed.” Then he collapsed.
On the floor he kept trying to walk, or at least his legs kept moving. Something had gone
wrong with his inner ear, and his balance went all to hell very quickly.
Rob hoisted Pops and literally dragged him to the bedroom.
As they passed the kitchen, Toodie saw them and cried out, “Honey, what’s wrong?”
Not knowing what else to say, Rob said, “Dad must have gotten something when he went to
Venezuela. He’s dizzy.”
It was no easy task for Rob to help his old man into bed because Pop’s muscles were
jumping and twitching. Then came the spasms, followed by flailing around all over the place.
It was right about then that the fever got serious.
Pop’s teeth began to chatter and he couldn’t form words. Toodie came in and heaped every
blanket she could find over him. Pops kicked them off. She and Rob grabbed the blankets,
piled them on Pops, and then Toodie crawled on top of the blankets, put her face into his and
demanded, “Tell me!” So he told her, “I went down and let malaria-mosquitoes bite me.”
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She was in shock. Pops later would tell everyone that he was sure she would have spanked
him if he hadn’t been so sick.
“I’m calling the doctor,” she said reaching for the phone. “Can you talk?” he asked Pops.
“I’ll try.”
When the nurse came on the phone, Toodie described his symptoms to her. Then she thrust
the phone at Pops. “Have you recently traveled anywhere exotic?” was her first question.
Pops told her that he’d just returned from the jungles of Venezuela 21 days ago.
“Get into this office as soon as possible!”
Toodie took the phone and hung it up. “Ok, Dr Jekyl and Mr Hyde, what do you want me to
do?” meaning, did he want her to drive him to the doctor?
But Pops responded, “Get me a teaspoon of the weakest concentrate and let me see what that
will do.”
Toodie was very familiar with Pop’s solution on her pantry shelf. He’d made three bottles:
one weak, one medium, and another strong. He made their concentrations different by
passing water thru his reactor at different speeds. The slower the speed, the greater the
concentration.
Trudy returned with a cup of his solution and a teaspoon. She spooned one teaspoon into his
trembling lips. Then she sat there, making sure the covers stayed over him. But after a few
minutes, Pops told her he’d be ok and asked for some soup. Besides, he didn’t want to talk
about what he’d done, especially in that condition.
Within about twenty minutes, he felt the fever break. Then fifteen minutes more, he felt
much stronger. Fifteen minutes later, and still stronger. Fifteen more and the fever was gone.
Toodie was stirring soup on the stove when he appeared in the doorway wearing his swim
trunks with a towel tossed over his shoulder.
Her jaw dropped, and she looked at him as if saying, “Where the hell do you think you’re
going? “I’m going to take a little dip in the pool. I feel much better.”
A few minutes later, Toodie joined him in the pool where they paddled around a bit, talking
about big mosquitoes and little boys who go get themselves bit.
Pops finally hopped out of the pool and said to all three, since Rob had stepped outside to
join them, “Get dressed. We’re all going out to eat.”
They had Cajun food that evening and even caught a movie before heading home. That was
in 1988, and Pops never had the slightest symptom again.
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Pops’ Step Dad
In the South Pacific Theater of World War II, malaria took more casualties than the enemy.
And, as usual, we went to war with the supplies we had—not the supplies we wanted and
needed. There were never enough malaria drugs and our soldiers suffered for it.
A quarter of the 75,000 soldiers at the time of our invasion suffered from malaria. At one
point it is estimated that 60 to 65% of the soldiers fighting in the South Pacific reported
having symptoms of malaria.
Some historians posit that our success in the battles to take those islands was mainly due to
the fact that the Japanese had malaria and dysentery at rates far higher than ours, making
them 90% combat ineffective. [Malaria in World War II]
Pop’s step dad was a victim of malaria. He caught it in the Philippines during the war and.
every year since 1994, around the Christmas holidays, he’d get sick with fever and chills and
had to be hospitalized. Every year until he was 78 he spent a week in the hospital getting an
IV drip of glucose and quinine around Christmas time.
Allow me to let Pops, in his own words, finish this story.
“I told him about my experiment in Venezuela, and he watched me for three years after that.
Finally, in March of 1991, he asked to try the solution. I guess he dreaded his reoccurrences.
“I diluted it at 4 ounces of solution per gallon of grocery store spring water. He drank a glass
every day, sometimes with his iced tea at dinnertime.
“His malaria never came back. He lived to the age of 83 and when he died, it wasn’t from
malaria. He had suffered from heart trouble for years, and it was a heart attack. He believed
in me and lived a little longer with no symptoms because of that.”
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Word Gets Out
The word got around and people started calling and asking Pops for some “water.”
“Water” was what everyone seemed to call it, and even to this day those close to the
company and family still call it water. When I call in to get some, I ask for “water.”
People started calling Pops hoping the solution would cure whatever ailment they had. Not
everyone called him back with results, but once in a while he’d hear from some of them. In
most cases, if they drank the water, they got better. Some people gave it away to their sick
friends, but often couldn’t convince their friends to drink it.
It was during this initial time that everyone connected with BACO began to realize that when
it came to dosage, the rule of thumb was: The less, the better.
Later it would be discovered why this was the case. If a person took in too much, the body
quickly purged it and you got no results.
Pops gave away a lot of water in those early days hoping someone would champion the
BACO and get some more testing done. Pops was not rich and testing cost a lot of money.
But he wasn’t stupid either. He and Toodie started the paperwork on a patent to protect their
rights. They made sure the patent was “pending” rather than give away trade secrets that
others could simply steal.
And eventually enough word got out that they were soon in touch with a cancer clinic in
Mexico called Genesis West-Provida Institute. Pops sent the water directly to Dr Jacob
Swilling, PhD, the executive director of the clinic. However, it was Dr Panza there who took
a real interest in the solution, and later helped Pops get a sample to MIT, which we will
discuss further on. However, for now, you should know that it was Dr Panza who created the
video of BACO and tested Pop’s results that showed the molecules of the solution dug into
the materials (including glass) that it touched.
The clinic immediately focused on one very sick lady, named Lucille, who had volunteered
because her cancer doctors had given up on her. She had cancer all over her body, in nearly
every organ—in her eyes, in her mouth, etc.
Not knowing how to use the “water” and having heard only anecdotes about it, Dr Swilling
hadn’t a clue where to start. So he informed his physicians to try everything.
They sprayed the water up her nostrils and into her eyes. When they administered an
intravenous drip, it was about the same strength Pops had taken orally after getting malaria.
Today we standardize the IV at a 1:10 ratio; 1 of BACO to 10 of saline. Too much can cause
heart palpitations. And, of course, the BACO must be filtered because small colloids fall into
the solution when it is being made.
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Lucile’s clinical report is very thorough and she was released, fully cured after twenty-one
days with no sign of cancer.
Genesis West decided to study BACO further and the entire study is located in the appendix.
It was at this same time that UCLA had heard about BACO and Pops sent them some to test.
This was not a formal test; they just wanted to look at it.
Now the year is 1995. The last test they did and actually paid for was done at Creighton
University, Nebraska, by Dr. Christine Sanders in 1988. Pops paid for the testing, but had his
friend, Bill Branson Sr, deliver the samples of the water.
Pops was generous. He wanted everyone to get in on this, but he often regretted doing that
because Branson’s son, Bill Jr, always thought, after the results of the study arrived, that his
father was the inventor of the reactor that created the water.
He even convinced one of Pops’ sons that Bill Branson Sr was the inventor, and when his
son was home visiting, Pops pulled him aside to show him the original drawings for the
reactor and, of course, the receipts for all the parts.
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Pops left the prototype in the Branson’s lab/workshop. He just wanted to get the water out to
those who needed it. The second time I, your author, came across this water, someone was
buying it from Bill Jr at $50.00 per bottle and selling it back to me for $400.00 a bottle, while
telling me that was the wholesale price. But more of that later in the chapter, “Send in the
Clowns.”
Dr Amadou Diagne was temporarily working at the UCLA School of Medicine studying
HIV and AIDS when Pops sent him some BACO to test. He was working with someone
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Pops referred to as the “Director of the FDA.”
There is no Director of the FDA. That is not an actual title or position. But this is all I
have to go on since that’s how, according to my notes/recordings, Pops referred to him.
In the papers I’ve collected there is no other description.
There are directors and assistant directors of specific branches at the FDA such as,
Deputy Director of the FDA’s Office of International Programs, Acting Director of the
Office of Scientific Investigations, and Director of the FDA's Oncology Center of
Excellence. But, as for “Director of the FDA,” that job doesn’t exist.
All we know is that someone from the FDA was watching over Dr Diagne’s shoulder
while he tested the BACO.
And this is where the mythology starts to creep into the reality of Dr Diagne’s testing.
There are stories out there that include a Dr Larry Ford, who was an expert on colloidal
silver. Somehow, because his name was mentioned in papers on BACO, people thought
he had worked with BACO. Nothing could be further from the truth.
If you Google “Dr Larry C Ford MD” you will find quite a few references to him and
silver, as well as references to another physician working in Utah who is totally
unrelated to the Dr Larry C Ford at UCLA.
Here is where the train leaves the tracks: If you Google “Dr Larry C Ford” and the
word “murder,” you get news stories about a biomedical researcher and gynecologist
who was suspected of conspiring to murder his business partner, James Patrick Riley.
Long story short, Dr Ford committed suicide and left behind a cache of weapons and
anthrax. [California Doctor's Suicide Leaves Many Troubling Mysteries Unsolved]
Of course, this has nothing to do with BACO, but people everywhere love to make up
crap and dream up guilt-by-association scenarios, when in fact, Pops knew nothing
about any of this other stuff and went to his grave never knowing of it. All he knew
was that Dr Diagne had tested his water with someone from the FDA looking over his
shoulder.
And what did they discover?
A few drops of BACO onto a petri dish of everything they put before them resulted in the
annihilation of every pathogen nearly immediately. They even tried to time it, but it
happened almost immediately when that drop of BACO hit the slide.
So Dr Diagne called Pops up and told him of their results, but also told him that they could
test it no further. There was pressure being put on him to stop. Diagne told Pops that he had
to do human testing but that the FDA wouldn’t allow human testing within the US and he’d
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have to take it outside the country. It was then that Pops learned from Diagne of a “doctor”
in Belize who had been sent there by the Queen of England to find a cure for AIDS.
But before we take you to Belize, I should inform you that Pops wracked his memory
time and again when I was with him, interviewing him, and he could not remember the
name of the fellow from the FDA. It was important because later, this fellow from the
FDA showed up at Pops’ front door telling him he needed the BACO. He’d been
diagnosed with bone cancer. Pops and his BACO cured him and he was a friend of
BACO for a long time. But wires got crossed; Pops didn’t write things down, and
everyone went their own way. Pops was never able to recall the man’s name and no one
associated with BACO has either.
In the coming years, the only communications with the FDA would be warnings that
they could not market BACO with any reference to AIDS or cancer, and the FDA
would be watching.
Stuff happens.
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So, Where’s Belize?
Once again, Pops packed his bags and bought a ticket to Belize. He knew it was south of the
US, but that’s all. The post 9-11 restrictions on baggage weren’t in place, so he packed
himself a pretty good supply of water.
He didn’t know where he was going, what he would do, or how he’d find this “doctor,” but
he knew he had to go. Dr Diagne, who was doing a temporary stint at UCLA, wasn’t really
much help. He told Pops that a person existed, and that Pops would have to find him on his
own. Pops didn’t know Belize or which city he’d find him in, or even his name, but he was
soon on a plane and landing at the Belize City Airport. He took a bus into town and spotted a
lawyer’s office. He figured that this was as good a place to start as any. He got off the bus
and went in to see him.
As it turned out, that attorney worked for the government of Belize. Pops introduced himself
briefly, and then told him what he was trying to do: “I am in Belize, looking for a specific
doctor—a research doctor who works with sexually-transmitted diseases.”
The attorney spoke with a British accent. He answered, “Ah! That would be George. George
Cahhh,” it sounded like, but then he spelled out the last name: “C-A-R-R. George works with
the Ministry of Health for Belize. He’s in charge of all diseases, especially sexuallytransmitted diseases.”
It was almost dinnertime, and the attorney added, “Come with me. We’ll drive around and
find him.”
Pops said, “Thanks, if you’re not too busy.”
“It would be my honor to introduce you to him.”
They hopped into his little car, a Jaguar, and started driving around the city, asking for
George from place to place.
Finally, at one of the clinics, someone spoke up saying, “He just left. He said he was hungry.
You might find him at the Calypso.”
So they drove up to the Calypso restaurant and there he was, sitting at an outside table.
As soon as Dr Carr spotted the two, he jumped to his feet, embracing the attorney saying,
“Hi, my buddy.” Then turning toward Pops he said, “So who’s your new friend?”
The attorney smiled, “I think this is your new friend. He’s just arrived in Belize looking for
you.”
Dr Carr extended his hand to Pops saying, “Okay, let’s have your story.”
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They sat down and Pops dived in, summing up the past 12 years. When he came to the point
where he’d flown to Venezuela to get malaria, George just shook his head and asked, “And
you’re cured?”
“That day. And I haven’t had a bout with malaria since. It’s been about ten years now.”
“You mean you haven’t had a recurrence,” George asked. “Fever? Chills?”
“Nope.”
“Maybe you do have something there. Do you have any with you?”
“Yes, Sir,” Pops said, pulling a 16-ounce bottle from his bag. There was no label on it.
Dr Carr unscrewed the cap, tipped it back, and guzzled down that entire bottle of concentrate.
Replacing the lid, he smacked his lips and said, “It’s got a metallic taste, doesn’t it.”
Pops replied, “Yes, Sir.” Still smiling he told George, “You might not be able to go
anywhere tomorrow. You’ll have to stay close to a toilet. You might even poop your pants
tonight on the way home.”
Pops secretly kicked himself for not first telling Dr Carr that drinking too much would have a
purging effect. As you’ll recall from above, they’d learned quite soon in their trials “the less
the better,” because even an ounce taken in one swig could cause the body to purge the
substance (via the kidneys and the skin) with hardly the benefits one would expect.
Generally, it’s accepted that if “x amount” does this, then “3x amount” should do more. Not
so with BACO. At some point, the benefits slow and the purging begins. Early on in Pops’
trials, people using it realized that the less they used, the better it worked. You’ll see
examples of this as we get deeper into this story. But many also learned that drinking a
quantity in one sitting really made the body purge dramatically, along with a rapid bowel
discharge.
Pops explained what would happen, and George responded, “Well, if that’s true, you’ve got a
trillion dollars on your hands—even if all it did was cleanse the colon. There’s nothing that
cleanses the colon like that.” And then he laughed merrily. In the silence following, Dr Carr
became quite somber as he explained to Pops that he and his whole family had gotten malaria
since arriving adding, “Thousands in my district have malaria.”
They talked for hours, and were interrupted only when Raul arrived. Raul had worked with
the Central Government and had become George’s side kick. George told Pops, “You need
this man by your side.” So Raul quickly became Pops’ great friend and protector, driving
him everywhere and introducing him to people.
What Pops did not realize, being a bit naive in certain areas, was that Raul could get him
“anything” he wanted and, by anything, that meant anything. Raul was basically a pimp with
connections everywhere. Just ask and it’s yours, for a price, of course.
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George and the WHO
The following day, Pops met Dr Carr in a conference room in the main hospital where they
were joined by six other men. Pops was seated facing six doctors who worked for the Belize
Government and the World Health Organization (WHO). Dr Carr introduced each doctor and
then sat down next to Pops.
One doctor who represented WHO appeared to be in charge. He stood about 5’ 2”. A bottle
sat sitting on the table between him and Pops. He appeared to be annoyed. He leapt to his
feet and yelled at Pops, “Who do you think you are?”
“Well I know who I am. I don’t know who you are, but I know who I am.”
The night before this meeting, Dr Carr had warned Pops that this guy was sharp tongued.
“Don’t let him offend you,” he told him.
“I don’t get offended very easily,” Pops replied. “Do you know what the most important
thing is? I proved it to you. I can pack up my briefcase and walk out of here. I’m not here to
fight. I’m here to bring a lot of samples and try to do something good in this world.”
Pops then replied to the physician glaring at him, “I think I was sent here because you in
Belize are open to the idea of alternative medicines. I felt in my heart that you would
embrace what I have here because you know it might help your people. And, if successful,
from Belize it could launch a cure that could go around the world.”
“Well, what makes you think we’re going to let you come here and use our people as guinea
pigs?”
Pops replied calmly, “I’ve already used it on myself, my family, and people I know. I
wouldn’t use them as guinea pigs if I thought there was a danger to them.”
The man sat back down.
Then he jumped back up and barked, “Well, we’ve got to go through a lot of procedures
here. We’ve got to go to the Minister of Health. Dr Carr’s going to have to do some testing
and show proof that this is not harmful.”
Pops turned to Dr Carr, “How do you feel about that?”
Dr Carr leaned towards the other doctors and told them, “I’m drinking it already.”
The WHO doctor put his hands on his hips and sputtered, “What? You don’t even know what
you’re drinking and you drank it already?”
Dr Carr told them, “I feel so good right now—I can’t even begin to tell you how good I feel
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inside. Yes, I farted all night, and I did poop my pants a little, but I shared the water with my
family last night. Even my kids drank it and they all pooped. But I’ll tell you right now, we
know our malaria is gone.”
The WHO doctor, with his hands on his hips, growled through his teeth, “Are there any other
secrets you would like to share with us?”
“Yes. I took some to the Minister of Health before this meeting.”
“And…?” barked the WHO doctor incredulously.
“The Minister of Health believed in it so much that he drank up the bottle before this
meeting. He had malaria, too. It was acute malaria, and it had become cancer.”
Pops broke in, “I’d told him how I had infected myself with malaria, and now it’s gone.
The WHO doctor continued to shake his head as he stood stoically with his arms crossed,
staring at Dr Carr.
Turning to Pops, he looked at him straight in the eye, pointing his finger in Pops’ face, “OK,
this is what we’re going to do. We will permit you to bring a lot more water down here. We
will set up testing procedures and a protocol.”
At that point, Dr Carr raised his hand, “Hold it. Let Professor Blessing make the protocol as
he sees fit.”
The WHO doctor challenged Pops, “Are you a doctor?”
“Only in here,” Pops replied, pointing to his heart. “I think if I had been a doctor, I’d have
been too darn stubborn to do what I did.”
The doctor loosened up and sat back down saying, “You’re probably right.” Then turning to
Dr Carr, he said, “It’s a go! We’ll do the testing. Dr Carr, you pick the people.”
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Sick People
Dr Carr took Pops on a tour of the clinics in town where the HIV testing would take place.
He learned that many of his patients lived pretty far out in the bush and that Dr Carr and his
people would probably have to ask the police to go find them and give them a ride in for
testing. George said the people would eventually want to try it. George told him, “They’re
simple people and they would be fearful at first, but they trust me.”
Pops returned home to his wife, Toodie, and kept in touch with Dr Carr by phone. He made
several more trips to Belize from Houston, bringing in around 200 pounds of water per trip in
a big, rolling suitcase.
Dr Carr, having read the amazing culture results from UCLA, and knowing how the BACO
had already cured Pops, himself, and his family of malaria, knew that it must be effective
against other diseases such as HIV/AIDS.
Before treating any patients, Dr Carr required each person with AIDS to go to three separate
doctors to certify that they were HIV positive. Some had full-blown AIDS. 100 patients were
selected to be candidates for the initial HIV testing. Dr Carr knew every one of the patients.
In January of 1997, the near three-year study and testing with the 100 patients began. Each
one signed waivers that it wasn’t a guarantee, and agreed to be test patients.
Testing would go on until the end of 1999 to assure that all were HIV-free and healthy. All
of the 100 were cured by drinking the solution, whether they stayed at the clinic or came in
as out-patients. The ones who had been on their death bed stayed in the clinic the whole time.
Fifty of the 100 returned one year later for follow-up testing and were certified to be healthy.
The other 50 went home because they felt better, but they never made it a priority to return to
the clinic for follow-up because they simply went on with their lives. For these poor people,
missing just one day of work would be devastating.
Of the 100, two men and two women met and fell in love during the HIV study. Each couple
later married. A year or so later, these women gave birth to healthy, HIV-free babies.
Dr Carr used up a lot of the solution he’d been given because he cured malaria in whole
villages. He called Pops once in a while for more solution and with updates: “I just took care
of a lot of people with malaria.”
He had to go to them in their villages because many of the people were too sick to get out of
bed and come to a clinic. Some suffered from malnutrition. Everybody had malaria, it
seemed; whole villages.
The people knew and trusted him. When he showed up at a village, they spread the word,
“Oh, yes, Dr Carr is here to help us!”
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Pops suggested the idea of spraying solution right in a patient’s face, telling them to open
their eyes and take a deep breath of it. So Dr Carr began misting solution directly into their
faces. Their malaria was gone within hours, and the patient was soon out of bed and walking
— oftentimes down to the river to cool off.
When Dr Carr gave the solution by mouth it was diluted to about one ounce solution to three
ounces of water, and the patient was told to sip slowly. Just one dose cured patients with
malaria.
He moved from village to village, giving each villager a dose. Every three days, he checked
on the villagers and gave them more water as follow-up. He had to parse it out sparingly
because there were always more people than solution.
The more Pops shipped, the more Carr used.
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Big Plans
The government of Belize offered to furnish land and workers, and promised to do
everything, including finance construction of a plant, to make the water in Belize.
During one of his last trips they told Pops, “Belize can become your world distribution center
and shipments can originate from Belize.”
Pops said he would certainly think about it. He went home and made drawings to build a
plant but he didn’t take them up on their offer.
Pops was the worst businessman on the planet. He was a genius engineer. But he was just the
worst when it came to business and he never quite caught on to this.
You see, Pops was a very positive person. He hardly ever spoke harshly about anyone. When
I interviewed him, he always focused on the positive aspects of the people he worked with
and spoke kindly of them. That is until, one day, I caught him in a “mood.”
He looked a bit depressed and, as I started to ask questions, suddenly the dam burst and out
flowed a spate of regrets so painful I quit taking notes, and just sat and listened.
You would think that, with all of his regrets, he’d realize that the business decisions he’d
made weren’t working in his favor and that he should turn the company over to someone
with better business sense. But being an engineer, he always felt that a breakthrough was just
around the corner.
We’ve already told you this, but it’s worth repeating: The first regret he told me about was
having Branson Sr drop off the sample at Creighton University. Suddenly, everyone thought
he, Bill Branson Sr, was the inventor. Bill Branson Jr, to this day, tells everyone his dad had
invented the reactor, and, as we’ve said previously, he even convinced one of Pops’ own
sons of that.
Not long before Pops passed away, when his son came to visit, Pops had to pull him aside
and show him the original drawings for the reactors, along with all the receipts for machined
parts that were used to build it.
Pops just could not make a good business decision and he always wound up trusting the
wrong people. In fact, the only person I’ve ever known with any connection to the company
whom I could thoroughly trust is Randy Grace. Grace was finally put in charge of the
operation before Pops passed away. But even today, January of 2019, Randy has his hands
tied because of business dealings and decisions Pops made along the way. Like having
Warren Buffet highly interested in the product, but eventually walking away because Pops
couldn’t trust his precious baby out of his own hands.
Pops did have some big dreams but his dreams always involved himself, and that is the main
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reason the product never took off. Pops just had to be involved. He nearly micromanaged
BACO into the dustbin of history.
Instead of turning over production of the BACO to Belize, where their history of success
using it was known by all, by nearly every citizen, he wrestled BACO back into obscurity
with his firm, uncompromising desire to be a part of the business and to make all the
decisions.
His big dreams went nowhere. Pops copyrighted much of this material (some of it you’ve
been reading) and in the book he assembled are his big dreams; dreams of ships full of
reactors making his water out on the ocean (sea water made a very potent solution but had to
be desalinated afterwards). He dreamt of delivering billions of gallons to Thailand, Saudi
Arabia, China; you name it.
Sadly, because of his inability to loosen his grip on the business, he died making bottles of
his water in his kitchen. He’d buy a bottle of water at the supermarket, empty it, and then fill
it with BACO.
He died with big dreams. He dreamt of buying a hotel in Belize and turning it into a clinic. If
they could turn that hotel into a free trade zone, it would be like an embassy. It would have
diplomatic immunity which would protect everyone within its wall.
He dreamt of getting the water to the people without interference by unscrupulous operators,
or artificial restrictions heaped on them by the FDA or WHO.
He dreamt of bringing passengers in on cruise ships who would stay at his hotel to get their
treatments and then sail back home. He even wanted to treat people aboard his ships.
In Pops’ mind, he built and housed all these ships and hotels and plans. But everything—the
ships, the hotels, and the plans—all had Pops in them too. And it was his micromanagement
that ensured his dreams would never be realized.
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Just Like Your First Fourth of July
Do you remember back to the first time you set off a firecracker? Do you remember how
wonderful that sound was? How excited you were?
And do you remember after a few firecrackers, you looked at your friends and you all came
up with the same thought at the same time: “What can we blow up now?”
So you started gathering up grass clippings and putting a firecracker in the middle and
lighting the fuse. Next a pile of leaves. Would it catch fire? Then??? Then, and I’m sure
everyone tried this, under a can! And boy, did that can sail up into the air.
Well, once Pops and his friends realized what they had, they all wanted to experiment with it.
What else could it do?
It was like their first Fourth of July all over again, but with an amazing substance. But this
time, they were the only ones to have it.
Warning: We are about to time-jump, because these tests took place over that period of time
in which Pops worked diligently, trying to find people to help him market the product and
build his dreams. But again, since he was the worst business-man in the world, he was
actually working very hard at screwing himself in the butt . . . as you will soon see because
the business connections he made were with some of the most unscrupulous people you’d
never want to meet. And if they weren’t outright frauds or quacks, they were definitely
sketchy.
So keep this in mind as I point out the various tests that Pops paid for out of his pocket, and
were conducted by “his people,” and friends of friends who knew somebody somewhere,
over a period of time. This testing and his business associations were all intertwined
Here is just one example.
After building the prototype, Pops returned to Houston. He had a friend working at ACE
Technologies, a lab just 20 minutes north of Houston. Before he sent his friend Bill Branson
Sr off to Creighton University for a quick test of its germ killing ability, Pops had his friends
check it at ACE Tech to find out if it was truly suspended. It was, and that’s when they first
theorized that it must have bonded with oxygen. They then realized that what was given off
in the process must be hydrogen. It was easy to test that: fill a paper bag, take it outside, and
light it on fire. Easy, but dangerous. They never tried that again.
Jumping ahead, in 1995, we are back at the UCLA labs with Dr Amadou Diagne (“on loan”
from somewhere). How he got there is a story all in itself.
Pops met a man by the name Richard Leatherwood. If you google that name along with the
term “covalent,” you’ll find exactly what most people know about this guy, which is very
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little. Some called him a researcher, others, an entrepreneur.
Here is the paragraph out of the apocryphal PDF file: Covalent Silver Solution (illegally
copyrighted by Aquatec Solutions Ltd, a now defunct company).
The inventor met with Richard Leatherwood, a researcher who was attempting to market a device to
disclose HIV from a drop blood. He began to theorize that covalent silver might eliminate HIV. Mr.
Leatherwood, contacted Dr. Diagne, a professor of HIV research at UCLA and sent him samples of
covalent silver. Seven months later Dr. Diagne reported the results; covalent silver had successfully
destroyed 30 million diseased cultures, most of which were HIV. In 1994 Mr. Leatherwood took samples of
covalent silver to Dr. Panza with Genesis-West Provida, Mexico for testing in vitro and in vivo for cancer
patients. During a 21-day testing period, Dr. Panza and his group made a five and a half hour video filmed
through an electron microscope, showing the destruction of parasites and yeast fungus in the blood. Dr.
Diagne at UCLA had tested covalent silver in the clinical laboratory on cultures, while Dr. Panza worked
with humans and on diseased cultures in a clinical laboratory. In 1998, Dr. Carr in Belize began testing on
humans, his primary aim being to eliminate sexually transmitted diseases using covalent silver on infected
patients. He tested covalent silver successfully on patients suffering from Hepatitis, Malaria, Cholera,
Typhus, and many other diseases known in third world countries. In 1999 Dr. Ingnedaay of California
began testing patients with Cancer, Hepatitis C and B, HIV, and has reported great improvement and
remission.

As you can see, that particular author too had a time machine, because the order of events
went:
1. Met Pops
2. Sent Samples to Panza
3. Sent Samples to Diagne/UCLA
4. Dr Carr in Belize
5. Dr Ingnedaay, though the spelling might be off since nobody of that name exists
except in these stories.
And now here is the story closest to the real story (about which not everyone is sure of
much).
First, Dr Ingnedaay never did a study and really wants this story to stop circulating. She was
sent a few bottles, gave it to patients with colds or flu, and then everyone forgot about her
and she lost her connection to BACO. She made no such reports of great improvement or
remission. She was forgotten by everyone involved.
What and who Richard Leatherwood was will never be fully known. He was somebody with
a few connections, even to Elizabeth Taylor. He was thought to be a friend of the infamous
John DeLorean, the inventor of that famous DeLorian car. Since he’s now dead, that’s a dead
end. He was also associated with a very different car, the Viper, a car associated with Lee
Iacocca and Carroll Shelby. One source told me he thought Leatherwood might have been
the CEO of “Viper Company,” but there was no Viper Company. The Viper was produced
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by Dodge.
So where he really came from, nobody knows. He did think he’d invented a home testing kit
for HIV, but Leatherwood was long dead before the FDA approved those in 2012, and how
someone was marketing a home testing kit for HIV before it was FDA approved is
questionable. The one thing Pops did agree to is that Leatherwood helped him get some
interesting studies completed. You’ll find them in the Appendix.
Dr Amadou Diagne was so impressed with the results of his testing that he told Pops on the
phone, “Son, you’ve got something here.” And he added that, if the company ever got off
the ground, he’d love to come and work with him. But sadly, the company never went
anywhere.
As for Richard Leatherwood, all stories about him ended right then and there too. He got
Elizabeth Taylor to speak with Pops, and poof—vanished.
Not quite like that, though. You see, the one thing about Leatherwood not yet published
anywhere (except right here and now) was his last phone call to Pops in the middle of the
night.
He called Pops from Japan, telling him he had to get his ass out of there soon because he’d
gotten in trouble with (his words) the “Japanese mafia.” After Pops hung up, he never heard
from him again.
Back to Dr. Diagne
Diagne performed quite a few tests on cancers (tissues). It was discovered that all the cancers
were eliminated. But with the FDA there, UCLA refused to write up those tests. They did,
however, write up testing using BACO on cultures of viruses in petri-dishes. Only in the
write-up, they referred to the “substance” as simply “antiretroviral treatment.” Again, you’ll
find these studies in the Appendix.
The UCLA Virology Department had to do these studies on the “hush-hush.” A lot of the
studies were simply done on the q.t. You’ll see this again in the MIT “study.”
A year later, Pops made his first trip to Las Vegas where a “supplement” company,
Heartland Products from North Dakota, was trying to create a multi-level company. He’d
met with the owner, Richard Dietrich, and they both thought that they could market his water
under the name CVM3. People came from all over the country because as multi-level
marketing companies go, the first people to join make all the money and then drag in
thousands more under them who make them even richer. It’s a fabulously profitable legal
pyramid scheme.
The only problem was that their signature product, CVM3 was not marketable. The studies
behind it were limited. Sure, one teaspoon cured malaria (only in two individuals so far); and
then there was the fellow in the hot tub whose melanoma had disappeared, but legally, to sell
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the stuff, there was nothing anyone could say about it that wouldn’t have the FDA crawling
all over them.
So that was a complete bust.
Ten years later, Dietrich would learn, firsthand, just how tough the FDA could be on his
business as small “health food & supplement” companies were forced to shutter for periods
of time because the FDA did not appreciate their quoting studies to promote their products.
They even dealt harshly with businesses that quoted the FDA’s own research.
During these years, the FDA won all their lawsuits because the government had more money
than these small businesses, and forced them to remove any reference to any study anywhere.
Here in Minnesota, a company selling coconut products was not allowed to sell books on
coconuts because the books contained “research.” The FDAs grip on small businesses was so
tight that this Minnesota company could not even give you instructions on how to mix
together their coconut milk powder with water. If you bought the powder, you had to figure
out on your own how much water to add.
And get this: if the FDA discovered a web site with research on coconuts that linked to this
Minnesota store, the store would be hit with even more fines.
Just luckily, that is starting to change. Nonprofits have been accumulating funds to fight
back, and the FDA has started losing these battles in court. Health Freedom Victory: How a
Small Supplement Company Fought the FDA.
But Dietrich, in 2007 would have to deal with the FDA and it led to his company being
destroyed.

If we jump back a few years to 2003, Dietrich and Pops are still trying to market CVM3/B-P
(the B-P having been added) though a new company Dietrich had formed called Puretec
International.
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And since Tony Hensley was now running the show, he felt he needed a complete
description of the product. So Pops told him about ACE Technologies.
One day, Tony showed up at Pops’ home in Houston and Pops made for him a bottle of
BACO and set it in the sun to show him how it changed colors.
Tony took that bottle 20 minutes north to ACE Technology labs and dropped it off for
testing.
Then things went nuts.
Tony got a call from the lab director, Dr Siva Palchuru, saying that they’d found no silver.
Tony called Pops. And the back and forth continued until the Dr Palchuru asked what they’d
used to dye the liquid. Pops shook his head in disbelief, got Dr Palchuru on the phone and
told him, “That’s the reaction we get when we put it in direct sunlight.”
There was an audible “Oops,” followed by, “Is this Bill Blessing?”
“Yes.”
“Why didn’t you tell me. We would have known what to look for.”
“I didn’t want to influence your findings. Tony is going to market the product. He wanted to
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make sure it was what we said it was.”
Dr Palchuru told him that they’d been looking for “colloids” or “nano particles.” But now, he
knew what to do.
The next day they got the results. Here is the actual report, showing that there was at least
6.61 parts per million, and interestingly enough, one reason they knew the atomic silver was
bonded to oxygen was that the pH had risen from 7.0 (neutral) to 8.78.
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It was a slightly different test than they’d performed for Pops years earlier and, once Dr
Palchuru realized who he was doing the study for, he sent out the results with the following
cover page:

Palchuru reported to Pops that testing showed that his water contained highly concentrated
amounts of atomically suspended silver and then added, “We don’t know what to call it. We
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don’t even have a name for what you’ve created.”
So now you can see how testing was interconnected with the business associates Pops
gathered along the way. And, as to their ethics, well, Pops was up in North Dakota setting up
his machine while Dietrich bragged about how he did this to this guy and did that to that guy,
and Pops got so paranoid he packed up his machines and shipped everything back to
Houston, opting to never again do business with Dietrich. All of Dietrich’s companies
mentioned thus far no longer exist.
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Time to Gild That Lilly
There’s a phase they teach in law school that goes: Never gild a lily.
What it means is, once you have made your case, shut the f**k up.
Anything you add to it can only detract from it.
Ask me if I care at this point.
There were studies in Belize, at UCLA, in Mexico at Genesis West Providia Clinic, and
elsewhere, but some of the best testing went unpublished. It’s taken me years to uncover
these experiments, mainly because everything must be confirmed. The word of one person,
or sometimes two people, isn’t good enough. These are all good, and they’re going to pop
your eyes wide open.
So fasten your seat belt, because we’re about to do some time-jumping in a cubistic manner
reminiscent of Gertrude Stein’s writing.
Pops sent a sample to my friend-of-a-friend at Texas A&M, a PhD. He reported back to Pops
saying, “We’ve figured out what your sales gimmick should be. Fill large, collapsible, plastic
containers with your solution water. Allow the filled containers to sit overnight. Pour the
contents into a second container. Sell the first container, the empty container as a water
purifier.”
Pops, “Wha?”
“Here’s an experiment we tried using a Styrofoam cup,” he continued. “We simply poured
the solution into that Styrofoam cup and then emptied the water out of the cup. My lab
assistant took the empty cup out back, to the barnyard where the test animals live. He
scooped up a cup of barnyard urine. By the time he brought the barnyard urine back to the
lab for testing, the water was already purified and drinkable. We tossed out the freshly
purified water. Once again, he took that same cup out to the barnyard and scooped up more
urine. It worked again. The water was pure. This product could have military applications.”
Pops and Toodie then picked up a powerful microscope, and using all of his connections,
they got a few batches of a variety of germs they could grow on petri-dishes.
At first they both got a kick out of just examining the various germs, but then it was time to
test their solution. They put just a single drop on the slide and almost immediately all the
germs exploded.
However, after they cleaned off the slide so that Toodie could see this reaction, she couldn’t
find any live germs. So Pops put more germs on the slide, Toodie looked through the
microscope but, again, everything was dead.
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That’s when Pops recalled what the PhD had told him about marketing their product.
Apparently the silver molecules attach to whatever they touch.
The next time, they used a fresh, new slide and, sure enough, they found live bacteria on it.
They played for a while, watching the germs explode when a tiny amount of his solution was
added, always using a new slide. But then Pops told Toodie, if the molecules of his solution
are sticking to the glass, maybe they’re actually penetrating that glass. Then the old “bulb”
went off in his head. He told her, if they are penetrating the glass, do you think they might go
through the glass?
The next slide would be the test. They loaded it with germs and both checked it out to make
sure the germs were alive. This time, Pops took a Q-tip, dipped it into his BACO, and
touched it to the bottom of the slide. He waited, and waited, and . . . “sploosh,” the bacteria
started exploding.
Modifying the Strength of the Solution
Pops was constantly experimenting with flow-rate in his reactors. He would modify the flow
rate (the length of time it took to make a gallon) and then send it off to folks who needed it.
Ironically, more often than not, it seemed that the more diluted the better. And the more he
discovered that, the more Pops tried making stronger solutions, even thinking that he could
make a reactor with really thick rods that would quadruple the silver content of his solution.
However, no matter the strength, he concluded that a tablespoon was the most that was
needed for anything. He also discovered that diluting that tablespoon in filtered water was
even better; they got the best results by sipping it over a period of time.
And we have discovered that taking BACO with a nebulizer is even more efficient. A
number of times, when a cold or flu is coming on and we ignored the first symptoms, we put
half an ounce into a nebulizer, breathed it all in, and the bug was gone. We’ve found a cure
for the common cold. The only problem is that, in the USA, a nebulizer requires a
prescription.
It wasn’t until Dr. Bernd Kröplin from Stuttgart, Germany got involved that the flow rate
question was finally settled. Pops had been running his reactor at 8 minutes per gallon.
Kröplin discovered that colloidization [making colloids as in colloidal silver] took place at
that rate, and came up with what he felt would be the rate to produce the optimum solution.
He told Pops that the best solution would result by creating a gallon in two minutes. From
Kröplin’s own testing, he theorized that that would be enough to cure anything on earth.
However, it should be noted that, especially with new rods in the reactor, the BACO
produced can have “sediment” in it and lots of colloids. And there is always the possibility of
chunks of silver also falling into the solution since the rods are never perfect and can contain
some flaws in their architecture.
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When Word Got Out
In those early experimental days, as word spread, more and more people came to Pops about
his water. One of them was a man from Arizona who had bone cancer, and had already lost
an arm. He still had a malignant cancer on the side of his face, ear, and eye. Pops made him
different strengths, oftentimes diluting it more and more. To keep track, he’d add food
coloring to the solution, and then record the strength/dilution in a notebook along with the
color.
One day the man called Pops and saying, “You hit it. Send me more of that pink one.”
The solution acted so fast that this man could see results right away.
One day Pops went out to visit the foreman of a chicken farm, and took along a friend by the
name of Ken Wyrwich, who everyone called “Big Ken.” There were 8,000 chickens on that
farm. Property abutting the farm wanted to build homes, but the stench was so great that
nobody would move there. The foreman told Pops, “I know I’m going to have to do
something, the State’s gonna come down on me.”
Pops found a coke can and cut the top off of it. He scooped up some of the “goo” that flowed
out of the chicken house (eventually, it would be stored in piles to compost) and filled the
can. It stunk horribly. He took about an eyedropper full of his BACO and squeezed it into
goo, stirred it up with a stick, and handed it to the boss, saying, “Smell that.” The boss
simply said, “This is amazing.”
Many farmers used chicken dung to fertilize their fields, but they have to spread it very thin.
It’s powerful stuff and can burn the crops even after it’s sat composting for months.
However, after neutralizing the manure with the BACO, the farm reported back to him that it
had turned into the best fertilizer available, and the composting time was cut to just days
instead of months.
The Chicken Test
Pops bought two chickens at a local grocery store and laid one out on a table in his garage.
Then he took another chicken, cut it in half (so he could see the insides too) and sprayed it
with straight BACO all over. Two months later, the untreated chicken was black, covered in
flies and maggots, and stuck to the table. The other, that was treated, looked like it was just
set out. When he pushed it around with a knife, he noticed that it began turning to powder.
He sliced off a piece and brought it to a lab he’d used for testing, and they found no
contamination; no bacteria. The doctor in charge of the lab asked, “Did you put some of your
solution on this?”
“Yes, I did.”
“This is amazing. Why aren’t we hearing about this? What’s taking so long?”
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“It all comes down to money. I can’t write a paper or present it until studies have been
completed. That costs real money.”
Dehydration Experiments
Pops and Toodie allowed a few gallons to dehydrate. At the bottom of the dry bottles they
found dust. This was the silver, still bonded with the oxygen. Toodie discovered this.
Pops realized that the “dust” was trillions of molecules of his covalent silver. They scooped
some up with their hands, and when it got on their skin, they could hardly get it out.
Then Toodie got an idea. They took a bottle of pure water that had been run thru the reactor
without adding silver. She added a scoop of that silver and immediately the water turned
dark. They let it sit 24 hours to see if it would remain suspended and, sure enough, the
solution was still dark. They soon realized that there was way too much silver in the water
and it never turned clear.
To Pops it was obvious that was indicative that the silver was permanently suspended, but
that it was just too strong of a concentration. They tried again and again, but put way too
much silver into the water. Finally, they were able to recreate something close to the original
solution.
It was clear that the covalent bond between the silver and the multitudes of oxygen atoms
was solid. Pops and Toodie did not have the equipment to test this with complete accuracy,
but it was pretty clear that the molecule was permanently bonded. He deduced that the
solution could be frozen, boiled, and dehydrated, and the molecules were would remain
unchanged.
This led Toodie to surmise that a pill could be made using the powder left after dehydration,
but the amount needed in this pill would fit on the point of a needle. Then suddenly, Toodie
changed her mind, and felt that even a better idea would be to mix a tiny amount of the
dehydrated silver with something effervescent. That way you could drop the pill into a glass
of water it would be released, and you could drink it. Toodie said, “You could take gallons
with you on vacation in a jar full of pills.”
At this time an acquaintance of the Pop’s said they had a friend, a dentist, who had been
diagnosed HIV positive. Pops told him to call his friend and ask if he’d like to be a guinea
pig. He could tell his friend that they knew the liquid would do the job, but that they wanted
to test this new delivery method.
The friend agreed and was sent a bottle of pills, Toodie’s invention, that looked like Tums®.
A little over two weeks later, his friend reported back that he was HIV free.
This was really something. Pops and Toodie knew now that they could ship this stuff
anywhere in the world in a smaller form. The patient could drop two pills into a gallon of
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water and have pure BACO. The only problem was trying to determine how much would be
needed and how to measure something that small. Again, it came down to funding for
research. They could do nothing without funding.
And without ever voicing it, they realized how impossible it would be to get funding for
something that could put an end to modern pharmaceutical medicine as we know it.
Gilding the Lilly
In 2000 or 2001, with the help of Dr Panza from Genesis West in Mexico, Pops sent MIT
samples of his solution for testing. Panza had heard how Pops and Toodie had tested killing
bacteria on a slide, and how it seemed to penetrate the slide. He too tested this and sent that
information along with samples to MIT.
The group testing the BACO at MIT grew cultures of HIV in test tubes. Their intention was
to submerge one of their test tubes into in Pops’ solution just far enough so that the solution
covered the culture inside. If it truly did penetrate the glass, it should kill the viruses and they
could measure how long this process took.
However, the very moment they’d submerged the test tube, the person in charge, said, “Pull
it out.”
He decided to refigure just how they wanted to do this, because if it killed the colony of
viruses, there was no way they could possibly know how long the process took.
So they gave the test tube that had taken a quick dip in the BACO back to the technician who
was in charge of all the cultures, and the rest all sat down to brain storm.
The technician with the test tube went back into his office and returned shortly, interrupting
their session, telling them, “Hey, the culture is dead.”
“Huh?”
“They’re already dead.”
Pops’ friends were out testing this stuff everywhere. And, nothing would ever get reported
because nobody had the money to perform university backed randomized controlled trials.
MIT wasn’t about to publish anything; not if they wanted to ever get funding again. But, at
the same time, everyone involved discovered that with just a few drops in water
contaminated with cholera, anthrax and, you name it, the water was soon potable. When
sprayed on a kitchen counter, it not only killed germs on contact, it continued to kill germs
for days afterwards. And then, to top it all off, they found out that BACO helped grow grass
in the desert.
Pops did this test himself. He had the soil tested and afterwards sprayed that same area with
BACO. Then he had that soil tested again.
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Before the spraying there were nematodes and fungi galore, but both harmful and beneficial
nematodes and fungi. After the spraying, only the beneficial fauna survived and, sure
enough, a week later, Pops started growing grass in the desert.
Pops told me the biggest mistake he’d ever made was spraying it in his backyard. He told me
he had to hire some kid to cut the grass every two or three days or he’d be knee deep in lush,
green grass if he didn’t. He said it took nearly three years to settle down and grow like
normal grass again.
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A Brush with the Nobel Prize
Excuse the circuitous route we’re taking to arrive at the final and, probably most significant
“test,” but the scenery is kind of spectacular.
First I want you to meet Claes Nobel, the great grandnephew to Alfred Nobel, the inventor of
dynamite and blasting caps, something the world had been waiting for—for a long, long
time. Constructing railroads through mountains really needed dynamite and blasting caps.
Together these inventions drastically reduced the cost of blasting rock, drilling tunnels, building canals and many
other forms of construction work. [The Nobel Prize]

Alfred Nobel, being one hell of an entrepreneur, began building factories around the world,
many of which are still operating today, though under different names. He was indefatigable
and, by the time of his death in 1896, he had accumulated 355 patents in his name.
He’d also held some very radical ideas, especially for that time, concerning social justice and
the extremely radical notion of “peace.”
At the age of 63, Alfred Nobel succumbed to chronic heart disease, suffered a stroke, and
died. And boy, oh boy, was his family surprised when the will was opened and it was
discovered that he’d left all his money to the establishment of the Nobel Prize. Sure, they
fought like hell in the courts but, in the end, the money went into a trust, which has been
awarding prizes in Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, Literature and Peace since
1901.
Claes Nobel had been in charge of the Nobel Prize for a while, and officiated at the
ceremonies. However, he is a great humanitarian in his own right. He is a passionate activist
and advocate of Universal Peace, Environmental Sustainability and Earth Ethics Education;
he works tirelessly in his mission to help save planet Earth and its people. He is chairman
and founder of the National Society of High School Scholars, which motivates and supports
youth worldwide.
As of this writing (March 2019), Claes Nobel is alive, though not well. It took me years to
locate him, because I had wanted to interview him. I am told he is not capable of being
interviewed.
His list of accomplishments still goes on and on, but would have stopped abruptly if not for
Pops and his BACO.
As stated earlier, word got out.
One day Pops got a call:
“My name is Claes Nobel. I understand you have a product that could cure me.”
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“More than likely I can,” responded Pops, “What is it you have?”
Claes suffered from 4th stage cancer of the esophagus. He told Pops that his throat was “raw”
all the time. It was so bad, that he had to have oxygen all day long. If he went without the
oxygen, his throat burned intensely.
Pops sent him a bottle and gave him instructions over the phone.
“Here is what I would like for you to do: put it in your hand and snort it. Drink it each day,
but snort it first. Get it into your sinuses. Put 3 ounces into a gallon. Drink about a cup to two
cups a day. Put some into your humidifier, next to your bed, and breathe it in all night long.”
Claes followed Pops’ instructions and called him back a few days later saying, “You’re not
going to believe this, but my cancer is gone. Took three ounces in a gallon and sipped all
day.” [Again, it wasn’t until a small study in Stuttgart when it was determined that the daily
optimal dosage is between a teaspoon and a tablespoon per day, always leaning toward the
smaller.]
Shortly after Claes Nobel came to Pops, Heartland (that company we’ve talked about earlier
from North Dakota) wanted to put together another convention in Las Vegas to create their
multilevel marketing company, and to promote their newest product, Pops’ water. Around
this same time, Pops met with Rita Lavelle, whom he constantly referred to as “a very nice
lady” who put him in touch with the Kreitzer brothers out of Arizona, who also wanted to
create a multilevel marketing company. Lavelle also gave Pops a lead on a bottling plant that
was up for sale in Carlsbad, California.
Because Claes Nobel had originally heard about the “water” from people associated with
Heartland, he asked Pops if he was going to the convention.
Of course he was. Pops was their rock star.
At the convention, Claes made the keynote address. He told the audience (of around 600)
that just months earlier he’d had cancer. He told them how painful it was and that he couldn’t
fly anymore. He told them how he felt his life was over.
Pops sat in the audience and, like most geniuses, his ADD acted up and his mind and
attention were everywhere. He sat there looking around the audience, at the bright lights, up
at the ceiling, back at the tables with brochures on them, when suddenly Toodie elbowed him
in the ribs.
“He’s talking about you.”
“Who?” asked Pops.
“Claes, silly. Pay attention!”
At the podium, Claes stood pointing into the audience, saying “…until that man.”
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“I think he wants you to stand up,” whispered Toodie.
Pops stood, while Claes finished his statement: “Until that man cured me. This man saved
my life. He and God.”
Pops stood there mute, not knowing what to say.
“He came up with the product. He cured me in three days. Here I am. I flew here,
unimpaired. I used to be seventy-five years old and now, I’m seventy-five years young.”
That evening at dinner, Claes leaned over to Pops and said, “Here, hold out your hand,” and
he dropped the Nobel Prize into Pops’ hand.
Toodie looked at Pops and said, “See, he paid you.”
Clase told Pops to carry it around for a while.
Pops was an engineer with only a high school diploma. He wasn’t a doctor or a PhD, and was
never going to get a Nobel Prize in Medicine. But that night, he looked on proudly at that
medallion.
Things Get Weird
As the convention proceeded, Pops began to realize that there wasn’t anyone in Heartland or
among their guests who knew squat about MLMs (Multi-Level Marketing). Heartland
(Richard Dietrich) sold health products, but mainly a natural/enzymatic soap. Before that he
had sold school busses. Too many fingers in too many pies, from soap to school busses,
nobody knew how to promote the BACO. Dietrich’s natural soap had no connection to
BACO, and one needed a medical degree to explain its action. But at the same time, the FDA
would be crawling down their throats if they made any medical claims.
Dietrich brought in two heavyweights (in what industry, nobody was sure) by the name of Al
Pimentel and Nabil Jabar. Pinmentel had contacts, lots of contacts. Both he and Jabar wanted
to put a machine in North Dakota and talked poor Pops to death, until Pinmental’s phone
rang.
He handed Pops his phone saying, “Condi wants to talk to you.”
Pops took it. “Hi, Mr Blessing. This is Condoleezza Rice.”
Pops recalls she told him: We’re very nervous about going to war and the possibility of
biological warfare. Could you give me a proposal to build a large version of your machine?”
She said something about putting it on the USS Abraham Lincoln and the plan was to spray
everything that went on the ship with the BACO, possibly in foam.
“Can you do all this?” she asked.
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Of course he could. Pops wanted to help. He got an advance of $30 thousand to put together
a huge machine that could be used by the Pentagon. He started building it the moment he got
home.
Of course, Dietrich, Pimentel, and Jabar now wanted this bigger reactor to be built in North
Dakota.
Pops started building that machine for the Pentagon at his home and was just finishing up
when he was told, “We cannot find WMD,” and they didn’t need the machine.
That’s when Pops took another machine to North Dakota [we told this story previously, but
there’s more to it].
While setting up the equipment in North Dakota, Pimentel helped him. As they worked, it
was clear that Pimentel was pretty much familiar with electronic equipment and asked a lot
of questions. Too many questions. Pop started getting paranoid and installed a hidden “trip
switch.” Then after Dietrich started bragging about how he did this to that guy and that to
this guy, etc, Pops packed it all in and shipped it back to Colorado and Las Vegas where,
with Rita Lavelle’s help, he would eventually set up shop.
But Pops was somewhat of a soft touch, as we’ll see later, and he started giving away
reactors just to get the water out to whoever needed it and, again, it left him regretting all
that.
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Enter the CDC
The federal government knew about Pops’ water. It wasn’t long before Dr Julie Gerberding,
who headed up the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) came to him asking
for enough BACO to do a study.
Pops was excited. He wanted the CDC to study it. He knew it could save millions of lives.
He sent them bottle after bottle after bottle. Anything they needed he got them. He assumed
this study would put BACO on the map, and finally get him the backing he needed to help
humanity.
In 2002, a 52 page study on BACO and all the diseases it helped to mitigate was put together
by the CDC. There was only one problem. They wouldn’t release it.
Pops was still in touch with a lot of people and he got on the phone saying, “Can you believe
this? They won’t release it!”
He’d kept in touch with Dr Amadou Diagne who had been at UCLA for a stint. He had told
Pops that if he ever got his company off the ground, he’d like to be a part of it. When Pops
told him about the study at the CDC, Diagne replied, “You’ll never get it. They’ll never
release it.”
When Claes Nobel heard, he told Pops he’d go visit Dr Gerberding. Claes had a home in
Atlanta, Georgia. He was practically neighbors with Dr Gerberding. He called her up and she
invited him over.
When they got to talking about the BACO and the study, she told him straight up that there
were rules at the CDC. She was not to release anything that was controversial or detrimental
to the economy, either the US economy, or the world wide economy.
“You’re not going to ever see it.”
Nobel replied, “So it’s that good, eh?”
“Yes. It’s that good.”
“Then we’ll go to the President.”
“Who’s that?” she responded smugly.
Pops relayed to me that Nobel could barely contain his anger.
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Cancer, BACO, and the MP Virus
Editor’s note: When it comes to Dr Sam Chachoua, there are two camps. The first thinks
he’s a quack and that he and his work should be shunned. Then there are those who have
actually worked with him, and have been treated by him, who are amazed at his brilliance,
respect his work, and know him to be a true healer. He is definitely a “once in a lifetime
genius.” Hell, he graduated from medical school at the age of 18.
However, we really should talk about him in the past since his car was firebombed, acid was
tossed in his face, and he was beaten up so badly that he was temporarily blind and deaf.
Today he’s barely alive, looking for someone to perform brain surgery, and he’s forgotten
who I am, which is pretty significant since I was one of his biographers.
Dr Sam no longer practices medicine and his therapies have vanished from history.
In 1980, Dr Sam described the HIV virus. He recognized it because of its similarity to an
earlier virus discovered in 1965 by two scientists, Molmos and Pathalus. They named their
virus the MP virus. [Molomut, N., and M. Padnos. 1965. Inhibition of transplantable and
spontaneous tumors by the M-P virus. Nature 208:948-950. PubMed]
Sam discerned that HIV was a retrovirus due to it’s similarity to the MP virus; a retrovirus.
According to our government’s website on genetics, Genetics Home Reference, a retrovirus
is “A type of virus that has RNA instead of DNA as its genetic material. It uses an enzyme
called reverse transcriptase to become part of the host cells' DNA. This allows many copies
of the virus to be made in the host cells.”
From Wikipedia we get the following:
In 1983, two separate research groups led by Robert Gallo and Luc Montagnier independently
declared that a novel retrovirus may have been infecting AIDS patients, and published their
findings in the same issue of the journalScience. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIV" \l
"cite_note-Montagnier-114] Gallo claimed that a virus his group had isolated from an AIDS
patient was strikingly similar in shape to other human T-lymphotropic viruses (HTLVs) his group
had been the first to isolate. Gallo's group called their newly isolated virus HTLV-III. At the same
time, Montagnier's group isolated a virus from a patient presenting with swelling of the lymph
nodes of the neck and physical weakness, two classic symptoms of AIDS. Contradicting the
report from Gallo's group, Montagnier and his colleagues showed that core proteins of this virus
were immunologically different from those of HTLV-I. Montagnier's group named their isolated
virus lymphadenopathy-associated virus (LAV). As these two viruses turned out to be the same,
in 1986, LAV and HTLV-III were renamed HIV. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIV/AIDS]

Sam’s ego isn’t one that needs a lot of praise, but if you look over his paperwork, he was
over two years ahead of the “official” discoverers of the HIV virus.
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Sam never saw himself as a genius, “I just see things differently from most,” he told me.
Sam agrees that one of the problems with medicine is that they have an agenda, a modus
operandi, and a history of “this is how we do things around here.” And if you don’t step out
of that mindset, you’re never going to see things that are right in front of your face.
For instance, we all know that people with HIV have an unusually high incidence of cancer,
which informs us that cancer must somehow be connected to the immune system; or as some
have surmised, cancer is the result of an immune system failure. In fact, anyone living with a
significant HIV count will, if s/he lives long enough, come down with leukemia or
lymphoma. We should all remember Kaposi’s Sarcoma; it was in all the early movies on
HIV/AIDS.
What the medical industry has yet to realize is that people with HIV also have a better
survival rate from cancer using the standard treatments; better than people without HIV.
Sam saw this. It was right there: in front of their faces.
So, let’s go back to the MP virus. There were lots of papers written on it, but most of them
are not in internet archives. I would have had to purchase them from medical libraries, and
studies are a pain to read and quite boring; but luckily I have gained a grasp on the MP virus
because Sam told me all about it in our nightly phone lectures.
You see, something medicine seems to have forgotten is that every cancer comes with an MP
virus that attacks the immune system of the patient, if that immune system tries to attack the
cancer. It protects the cancer from the immune system.
Just like the HIV virus, the MP virus attacks the immune system.
And this is where I have been wallowing under a huge delusion since I wrote my second
Wellness Director of Minnesota, the Cancer/Immune System Edition.
I had been telling people that cancer is the result of an immune system collapse (close, very
close, but there’s more!) and that we need to boost the immune system to attack that cancer.
The only thing is, the MP virus is “protecting” that cancer and it will destroy every weapon
the immune system sends to kill the cancer.
You see, there is this thing called the Hayflick Limit. A cell can replicate/divide only a
certain number of times (Hayflick Limit), and after that it breaks down and dies.
Thus, according to my (and others’) advice, all you’re going to do is weaken and deplete the
immune system, and your cancer is going to flourish because the MP virus just won’t let
your immune cells near that cancer.
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Today medicine has forgotten all about that MP virus, whereas Dr Sam wanted to scream
out: Evolution has not gotten rid of the MP virus, therefore it must be there for a purpose!
(That then leads us to another conclusion that cancer too must have an evolutionary
purpose—something Sam points out in his lectures).
For example, if you graph cases of tuberculosis and how their number began falling in the
thirties and forties, and then compare that graph to the increase in the incidence of lung
cancer, you find they are, for the most part, nearly mirror images of each other because they
have the same slope, meaning the first goes down at the same rate the other (lung cancer
rates) is going up.
Cancer protects the body from an even worse infection such as tetanus, tuberculosis, syphilis,
etc — some agent that is worse than cancer, at that immediate time. Remove the agent, and
the cancer stops secreting the MP virus, and cancer cells begin to commit suicide with the
help of the immune system.
We would be journalistically remiss to not tell you about the outrageous behavior of our
scientific community concerning the MP virus.
Molmos and Pathalus tested this virus by giving it to animals and watching the results. All of
them developed catastrophic immune system failure and died. As I listened to Sam tell me
these stories, I could hear his voice change subtly as he told me about the next experiments
conducted by our government—on our military.
Sam said, “They shouldn’t have been trying to stimulate the MP virus, yet they had no
reservation in exposing soldiers, their wives, their families to an unknown contagion.” It was
an army research hospital, he told me, so you can expect to find a lot of black test subjects.
There were some whites too, but the military preferred to experiment on black people in the
late sixties.
They learned that if they injected people with leukemia or lymphoma, because leukemia and
lymphoma had their own viruses, they created a mutation. That's about all they learned from
their testing. Eventually everyone in the experiment died of catastrophic immune system
failure.
“By the way,” Sam said after a pause, “we’ve collected blood samples; the oldest HIV
positive blood samples we have today came from continents apart. One came from the
Congo, the other from the US Army; a Vietnam vet.”
He paused while I took that in. It’s a subject that could fill a few books after a bit of
investigative research.
“So,” Sam eventually blurted out, “You’ve got people with HIV surviving cancer using
conventional methods at a greater rate than the general population.”
Another pause.
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“The question is ‘why?’”
I answered, “Anti-virals?”
“Exactly, Daveyboy!”
This is what the entrenched medical community couldn’t see right in front of their faces.
Cancer secretes an immunosuppressive virus; first attack the virus; the cancer becomes
vulnerable and then we can attack it.
Sam also pointed out that when the cancer has done its job; protecting the body from some
kind of infection; there’s a window of opportunity in which the cancer stops secreting the
MP virus in which immuno-therapies are most effective.
And now you know why Sam’s next book was to be called: The Wrong Way Home.
This is Where BACO Comes In
I have received testimonials galore from people who’ve used BACO to cure their cancers.
Because of the “oxygen rich solution,” BACO works best on cancers it can touch: skin,
colon, lung, mouth, throat, lung, and stomach.
But helping this along also are its anti-viral properties. Taking BACO with any conventional
cancer treatment is going to help. It will kill the MP virus and allow the treatment to work
better.
And . . . that’s that.
Further Reading:
For those of you science geeks, here is an original paper called: Morphological and
Biological Characteristics of the M-P Strain of Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis Virus.
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Send in the Clowns
As stated in the introduction, since the beginning, nearly every person who came into contact
with BACO saw only dollar signs.
As Einstein once said, “Only two things are infinite, the universe and human
stupidity, and I'm not sure about the former.”
Let me tell you, as an observer of human nature, I have to admit that Einstein was
wrong in this case. Greed is infinite. It can never be satisfied; there is never
enough.
I’ve learned of people close to this product who lost their connection to Pops and
his product because of their greed.
I’m going to introduce you to them while telling you my story, because I’ve had to deal with
many of them along the way. And there are others who moved on before I ever met with
Pops. I’ve researched so much that I feel I’ve known some of them for years, though I would
have preferred not to.
Where it Started
In the early nineties, I was looking for a naturopath. I had discovered naturopathy in Israel,
and since I’d had no health insurance, I felt that staying healthy might be a better way to live.
I wanted to consult with a naturopath who could do some testing and recommend nutritional
guidelines.
Finding one was difficult to the point of being insane. The “alternative” movement was in its
gestation phase. I called around and found a few health food stores. They all told me that
practitioners left cards on their bulletin boards. Friends recommended one store that was
known for its “Herbs & Books.” I stopped in and asked around and they handed me an outof-date directory of “holistic” practitioners. There were maybe fifty people listed in it who
did a variety of things from hypnotherapy, to massage therapy, to acupuncture, and
chiropractic. There were just two naturopaths in it. I wasn’t impressed. I began networking
and, pretty soon, I’d found some amazing people.
It soon hit me that what was really needed was a comprehensive “Wellness Directory,”
listing anyone and everyone in the so-called “holistic” community.
I also quickly learned that the most abused word in that community was “holistic,” since
taking an herb, a vitamin, or getting acupuncture wasn’t necessarily holistic.
Holism is treating the individual, body, mind, and spirit, and few, if any, actually practiced
that. But even today, nutritionists, naturopaths, and homeopaths refer to themselves as
holistic practitioners.
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I performed a little market study and concluded that this venture was destined to lose money
. . . a lot of money. So, I found a good accountant who had a good attorney and we initiated
the paperwork to create a nonprofit organization that would be known as Minnesota
Wellness Publications, and our first publication would be the Wellness Directory of
Minnesota.
It was a hit and it lost me only $4,000.00.
The entire process did put me in touch with some of the nicest, knowledgeable people you’d
ever want to meet. And this is where our story begins.
One person I met worked with an organization with the word Noetic in it, but was not the
Noetic Institute. It was local. The CEO or President, I do not remember his name now, met
me for coffee. He brought me a list of over 200 practitioners, including even an Alternative
Architect. I met this architect in my work and he’s one of the most fascinating human beings
I’ve ever met.
Here’s a side story: The man whom I’d met for coffee put together a weekend expo at a local
college; an expo with lecturers and practitioners from all over the state. Some of them were
already in my directory, some not, so I bought a ticket for the event, and went to gather new
names to add to my directory. Additionally, I gave out copies of our published directory.
This is something I do. One reason we lose money is I’m constantly giving away more than I
sell, and I’m still doing it today.
This architect, by the name of Lawrence Seiberlich, PhD, was just about to start his lecture,
and I had to get to another lecture across the hall. So I quickly gave him a copy of my
Directory, smiled and said I had to run. But he chased me into the hall and spun me around.
He held my Directory flat in his hand as if it were a plate of hors d'oeuvres. He spoke softly
as his gaze flipped between the book and my eyes, and he told me of monks from the
fifteenth century who learned to read books by their reading their energy. He paused. I saw
him feeling the book, it jostled slightly up and down, and then he looked into my eyes and
said, “I have never felt a book filled with more energy. I thank you for this wonderful gift.”
Now what does an architect know about energy? Well, I made sure I went to one of his
lectures after that piece of info he passed onto me.
Near his podium stood a nice, neat pile of bricks, maybe 15 or 18 tall. Nice red bricks.
During his lecture, on the topic of energy, he stepped away from the podium and invited a
member of the audience up for a demonstration. I looked around. The person who raised her
hand first was the one he told to come forward. As she stepped up to him, he handed her a
magic marker, telling her to draw an “X” on any brick in the pile, except the top. Other than
the top one, she could draw an “X” on any brick of her choosing.
He then invited everyone to form a half circle so that everyone could see the bricks and see
the one that had the “X” marked on it. I recall it was about 8 or 9 bricks down from the top.
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He stood over the pile, took in a deep breath, formed a ball with his hands, then raised his
right hand up next to his ear. There was a short pause, and then he sent his fist down onto the
top brick with a scream. The crowd lurched back a foot or two, and a chorus of “wha!” went
up as everyone saw, with their own precious eyes, that only the brick with the “X” was
missing. It had been crushed into small pebbles and sand.
That’s what this architect knew about energy.
But back to the man who introduced us, the one with the list.
He read me pretty well because, at our first meeting, in the early nineties, over coffee, he told
me that there were two people I should look up someday. The first one had devised a method
of killing viruses, bacteria, etcetera with frequencies. He’d done this in the twenties and
thirties. He said that the other has developed a form of water that kills viruses and pathogens.
I should look them up someday. He knew I’d find them interesting.
He was right. I was intrigued and, since the internet wasn’t then what it is now, I spent hours
of my free time at libraries. It was at libraries, in the newspaper archives, where I first
learned of Royal Rife.
But this water guy? I couldn’t find squat.
I started researching water. I discovered Dr David Wheeler, a chiropractor who had
developed M-Water® and I purchased some of that. I then discovered Willard Water® and
researched the stuffing out of that. My interest in water produced some pages on my new
website, named, of course, The Wellness Directory of Minnesota, and it caught the attention
of a Stanley Schulman. He called me, telling me about electrolyzed water and how he’d
brought it to America from China. He also told me he’d spent over a million dollars
researching a method of stabilizing it. And that he was the only person in existence who had
discovered this process.
Stanley Schulman was a liar and a fraud. He faked me out by sending me bottles of water
that were predated. They’d come to me what a manufacturing date that was from five years
ago so that I could test their pH. They were most likely made the week before he sent them. I
visited him once on my way through Las Vegas, and he refused to let me see his factory.
Actually, I had seen his factory: it was his home. He made the stuff in his home. Not long
after Stan’s death I met, online, the man who had sold him the machines. His name is Alan
Ogilvie. He told me that anyone could buy them, they worked right out of your home, and
no; no one has ever “stabilized” the water.
I realized I’d been scammed after I’d made some bathroom wipes from his acidic version and
a housekeeper, deep cleaning the bathroom, accidentally stored one of my containers away,
out of sight. When I’d accidentally found it, I discovered it was filled with mold. Had the
acidic water been stabilized, that mold would have never grown. Mold cannot grow in a
strong acidic solution. I told Stanley about this and he told me he’d get one of his scientists
to look into this—one of his imaginary scientists who worked in his imaginary factory.
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Stanly died owing me a few thousand dollars. He died owing many people money, including
the IRS.
So I went back to work, publishing directories, and since we had a website, I updated many
of the articles that had been published in those directories, and put them online.
Then one day I get a call from a good ol’ boy down in Texas by the name of Kenneth James
Wyrwich, whom I soon began to call “Big Ken.”

Big Ken — (Pops one day would tell me that he was the “proverbial bull in a china
shop.”)
Ken told me he had this “ionized” water that could cut a cold or flu down to size in just a few
hours. He sent me samples in some pretty bottles with tamper proof caps. He told me to mix
one into a gallon of water and just sip it. If I ever got sick, I should sip at least a quart a day.
Next he sent me a finisher . . . and then a version for my pets. This guy was a water genius, it
seemed. Finally he sent me the results of a study out of Belize in which ten people were
cured of HIV using his water.
That’s when I knew I was onto something. I started buying it wholesale from him and getting
it to people who needed it. One person, a young woman out of South Carolina with all sorts
of problems bought a case; then another case. She said there was nothing like it on earth.
Then I got huge shipment of his water and some blank bottles and I had a neighbor fill them
up so that only she knew what was in them, because we were going to do a double blind
study.
While the study was going on, I decided to visit Texas to interview Dr Burzinski, and, of
course, visit some friends friends along the way, and finally to attend a Vietnam Helicopter
Pilot’s reunion in Texas. As long as I was in Houston to interview Burzinski, I thought I’d
take Big Ken out to lunch.
I’d had another friend living in Houston who coincidentally was named Ken too, but he’d
always been known as Pappy Ken. I ended up taking both Kens out to eat at a huge Mexican
restaurant. Apparently they really like Mexican food in Texas.
We had a good ol time bullshitting and drinking margaritas, and Big Ken turned out to be a
really Big Ken. His Harley looked like two Harleys.
When it was all over, we shook hands and waved goodbye.
That night I met my friend Pappy Ken at a local park where my pup (she always came with
me) could ramble free and sniff out all the other dogs who had visited. Pappy told me that
Big Ken had asked him if he wanted to invest in his company.
I started stammering, “You . . . you did . . . didn’t . . .did . . . ?”
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“No,” he told me.
“Good. Because he ain’t the inventor. I don’t know where he gets it or how he gets it, but he
is not the inventor.” I knew this five minutes after meeting him and, to prove it to myself, I
asked him to show me his factory.
“No can do, Pardner,” Big Ken had told me. “I’ve taught too many people how to make
water and it always wound up biting me in the ass.”
I explained to Pappy that I’d already learned that if they won’t show you how it’s made,
they’re selling you a load of bullshit.
Little did I know at the time that I was less than three miles away from the actual inventor
whom I would meet some 8 years later.
I must admit that meeting Pops was a highlight in my life. He was the warmest, lovingest,
and givingest person on the planet. He just wanted to help people. He was always there to
help people in any way he could. He even gave out his “reactors,” hoping they’d get the stuff
out to people. However, after a few life lessons about the twisted greed in people, he soon
learned to coat the rods with a very thin coating of silver, making sure that the reactor could
produce BACO for no more than a year.
And within a day of meeting him he showed me how he made the water. So, I knew I’d
finally found the source.
His heart was in the right place, but sometimes, and he admitted this, his brains were in his
back pocket. At one time we estimated that there could be at least three or four reactors out
there, most likely doing nothing; just rusting away in some garage.
While Pops was making his huge machine for Condi Rice and the Pentagon, Big Ken showed
up wanting to help him sell the water.
Bill, being a trusting sort, decided to help Ken by first supplying him lots of BACO, and then
by trusting him with a machine and silver cores.
But Pops was soon approached by people telling him that Ken wasn’t trustworthy; that he
was trying to reverse engineer his machine. It turns out that they were right, because Pops
soon discovered that Ken had his own web site and had started a company called BK
Waterworks.
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A page from Ken’s W ebsite called BK W aterworks

His web site had some fancy graphics, for that time, a few stock photos of scientists working
with test tubes, all of them wearing surgical type face masks. He also posted all of Pops’
research including the infamous video made at Genesis West in Mexico (the video with Dr
Carr stating at the end, that “Yes, we have a cure for AIDS.”) Pops had passed the video onto
Ken for his perusal and Ken ran with it, putting his own titles on the video, copying over the
original titles, and then posted it at his website.
Pops started cutting off Ken. He chewed him out for posting the research and claiming it was
his own research:
Our Company History
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We have been in research and development for well over 25 years. Major research
Universities have tested our products as well as International Research centers over the
past 16 years.

People had been getting amazing results from BK Waterworks products and writing to Ken.
He posted testimonials at his site. But, as Pops started cutting him off, he started sending out
weaker and weaker versions. Suddenly his customers weren’t all that impressed with their
results.
Ken, being a true bullshitter, would make up new excuses. One time he told customers he’d
been supplying that the solution couldn’t be frozen; that if it froze, it would be denatured.
Once Pops had cut him off, he started shipping out his own solution from the machine Pops
had given him, but the rods were practically used up. Results were mixed. Some experienced
no positive results from Ken’s water, while my customer in South Carolina still swore by
Ken’s water. I’d had it with Ken and told him to ship it directly to her, because an AIDS
patient contacted me from Hawaii and, after six bottles, gave up because nothing had
happened.
When Pops decided to break clean of Ken, he drove to Ken’s apartment only to find his
machine in pieces, all the while Ken complained that he needed more cores of silver. Pops
packed everything up and, after that, he quit sharing with Ken any and all information on
how to produce the solution; the rates at which to pass water through the reactor, where to
get the silver, everything. He was finished with Ken.
Ken, not being very bright, finally realized he was being cut off a few weeks later. He called
Pops and threatened his life while his wife, Toodie, listened in on the phone. “You’ll never
see it coming,” he told Pops, which was none too bright a move since Pops’ brother is a US
Federal Marshal.
Shortly thereafter, federal officers made a little visit to Ken’s place, and that was the end of
that.
Archive.org takes snapshots of the web and you can go there and see the history of Ken’s
period with Pops. It starts Feb 8, 2004 and ends Feb 25, 2006. In that last capture, you can
see Ken was forced to take down all the studies. All he had was his best testimonial set forth
here:
9/26/02
Dear Ken,
As you remember I purchased some “IONIZED WATER” from you in the late spring of
2001. I tried it on some of my farm animals since your other product worked for my wife
and me when we were sick.
The results on my poultry were unbelievable. I treated some of my chickens that had
severe respiratory infections. My son, who is a Vetrinarian, had given up on them and
could do nothing more. I treated all six (6) chickens, all sick to the point of no return, so
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I thought, I gave them only the " IONIZED WATER " to drink with a syringe, for one
week the first couple of days and they started to improve. At the end on one week they
were all running around and playing like nothing ever was wrong. My Son could not find
any problems with them.
WOW! What a deal. I would have lost every one of them with out your product. I also
have a couple of Jersey Cows. I buy them at auction and raise them for beef. Well you
guessed it, they usually come down with sever respiratory problems as a result of the
stress of the auctions barn, lot and dusty as they are. Well I gave them 16 ounces of the
“IONIZED WATER” daily for 3 days. That did the trick. I was sure happy with the end
results. I also had cattle with mastitis. I gave them your IONIZED WATER.
Within 3 days the utters were back to normal and producing milk with no problems
reoccurring I just thought you would be interested in my little experiment. As you know,
I have only been doing this, working with cattle and poultry, for seventy-five (75) years.
Maybe I will learn how you did it, hope so anyway.
Thanks for introducing me to your company and your products.
Yours truly,
H. Kanpe

A year later, Ken was found dead of a massive heart attack in his sparsely furnished
apartment.
Here is part of his obituary, published in, The Daily News, of Galveston County, May 4,
2007:
Kenneth James Wyrwich
TEXAS CITY — Kenneth James Wyrwich, 53, of Texas City,
passed away April 30, 2007, at his residence.
Funeral services will be 10 a.m., Friday, May 4, 2007, at EmkenLinton Funeral Home. Burial will be private.
Mr. Wyrwich was born February 5, 1954, in Texas City, Texas. He
was the owner of B. K. Water Company. He graduated from Texas
City High School in 1972 and had proudly served his country in
the U.S. Navy.

Burk Elder Hale III
When I was first starting to write about this character, I could not stop laughing. I laughed so
hard that I felt I just had to share this with others, and so I posted this portion (along with all
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the bullshit this guy had produced and posted to the web, at hundreds [no exaggeration] of
sites) on our new website, Wellness Journeys.
Another reason I posted this material is that his victims are still out there wondering what the
hell happened. Why his product worked so well then suddenly didn’t work at all?
I will present to you the material as it is
posted on the web, with a few edits.
First off, this photo, when examined closely,
was found to be highly photoshopped; in fact
his hand is photoshopped to fit under his
chin. He was really in love with himself.
This picture is of a man whose ego was so
inflated that once he began lying, he backed
up everything he lied about with more lies
and even offered millions “in gold,” no less,
to anyone who could prove him to be a fraud.
The problem with frauds is, when caught,
they backup their lies with more lies, and
with this clown, the lies just got bigger until
he was promising millions in “gold” that he
never had and never would have. He died
penniless.
His name was Burk Elder Hale III, and his
biography reads like that of a saint, an heroic
warrior, and a genius scientist. In fact, just a few days ago I found a follower of his who did
not know he was dead and she told me this:
I’m so sorry to hear that Burk had passed! 😢😢 I didn’t know him well, but
appreciated his dedication to natural healing and his holistic approach to living. I
know he was knowledgeable in the sciences, too. So sad.

He fooled a lot of people. He ripped off a lot of people. While researching this character, I
found hundreds of people he’d hurt. He left a legacy of lies and deceit that has confounded so
many they really do not know what to believe. And so, here is the truth about this character.
First off, I want everyone to know that Hale invented nothing.
As we’ve said before, BACO has gone by many names:
• BA-559
• BA-273
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• Silver Water
• Cure 4
• Bio Aquatic Serum
• Bionaid
• Apex
BACO stands for Blessing Aquatic Company.
The name Hale used was Bionaid, and it was invented by William Blessing Jr, which you
should know by now unless you jumped immediately to this chapter.
I seem to recall a Peanuts (Lucy, Linus, and Charlie Brown) cartoon where, I think it was
Linus, who said that he had to go to school for 24 years because the first 12 would be to
unlearn everything Lucy had taught him. That’s the story of BACO. There is so much
bullshit out there that it is my duty to finally chronicle the truth.
Thus, the purpose of this particular chapter is to clear up any and all misunderstandings that
began with our good friend, Burk Elder Hale III.
The following is loosely taken from the chapter I had been working on, focusing on the
mythology and bullshit surrounding the “water.” And, like most first drafts, it’s already
transformed into something else though the working title of the chapter was:
Put Your Boots On — It’s about to get deep
One of Pops’ minions (either one of the Kreitzer brothers or Buddy [more about him later])
found this guy and thought he was a great web retailer. They had Bill Branson send him a
case of BACO to sell and, within two months, he had added this sentence to his inflated
biography: “Most recently I developed Bionaid, a historic breakthrough believed to be the
remedy for most ills.”
He had lifted the entire story of Pops and his lifetime involvement with silver, published it,
and then claimed all the research as his own.
At our site, below the article on this guy, is huge paper he posted on the web plagiarized
from a great number of sources. It is enormously complex and ridiculously long, containing
references to all the mythologies surrounding BACO, such as it was used by NASA, and now
has something to do with the MIR Space Station.
I enjoyed it so much that, at the end of that article, I just had to post his entire spiel so that
others could have hours and hours and hours of sheer enjoyment.
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The thing is, this guy was pretty darn thorough in stealing every possible technology dealing
with water to hype up his own product.
Back to our story:
So, he has a quantity of BACO. Pops wasn’t sure exactly how much they’d sold him (for
pennies on the dollar) because all they knew was that this guy was a great promoter of
“natural health products” on the web. It was an experiment to see how well the “water”
would sell.
It is assumed that he diluted what he got and rebottled it, because the initial batch lasted a
long time and he got people all over the world involved. Considering that many people take
BACO by diluting one or two ounces in a liter of water and then sipping it over a period of
time, he could have easily sold a diluted amount, while recommending diluting it further for
use.
Let’s do the math: If he had just 4 liters, he could have sold over 1,000 bottles of Bionaid at
$16.00 per, making himself $16,000.00. So, with a minimum of just 4 bottles, he could have
made a pretty big splash on the web.
He rebottled the stuff under the name Bionaid, and listed
the formula as AuH20. You can see this in the image here.
Ag is the chemical symbol for Silver. Au is Gold. So,
really, in the end, he wasn’t very bright. But even people
who aren’t bright can pull of some pretty amazing cons.
Again, we don’t know how many bottles he sold that came
from his initial batch, and we don’t know what he sold (it
could have been tap water from his
kitchen) after Pops caught on to what he
was doing and cut him off.
It was right after Pops passed his
copyrights to me that I got our attorneys
to start shutting down everyone on the
web who were infringing on our
copyrights. Pops loved that, by the way.
He was hoping someone would go after
them someday, and I remember calling
him up and telling him to Google
“covalent silver solution.”
You see, when I got back home from my
time with Pops, I Googled “covalent
silver solution” and got well over three
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thousand hits. Our attorneys had drawn up a pretty strong letter informing the “alleged
transgressors” of copyright infringement and that they had 30 days to remove all copyrighted
materials concerning “covalent silver solution” or face a judge.
I was surprised at how quickly they complied; except for this one guy: Burk Elder Hale III.
So, I contacted our attorneys and they told me not to worry, “they were on it.”
And because of their thoroughness, this was when we learned that he had died.
It was a short time later we also learned that, before he died, his shenanigans had caught up
with him. The businesses he screwed and vilified were suing him for three billion dollars.
This guy was screwing everybody. Take a look here: Burk Elder Hale and Bionaid: We
Became Victims of His Misdeeds. If you read it closely, you’ll see that the original product
he distributed was wonderful, but then subsequent batches were horrible.
He had been cut off from his source, but he just couldn’t stop scamming. He began gathering
a host of water science, some good, some bad, like Dr Emoto’s studies (and his crystals) that
everyone wants to believe, but no scientist has successfully replicated.
Hale’s 70+ pages of science, references, and gobbledygook baffled everyone because it was
pure, unadulterated bullshit. And, lucky you, it’s all posted right after this piece.
This guy’s ego reached out past Pluto. He’s made hundreds of false claims, backing them all
up with still more bullshit about paying out millions in gold, as if his adding on “gold” to his
claims would make them more believable. He even claimed to be a philanthropist, having
donated nearly 600 bottles to Uganda for on-going clinical (he spells it clinilcal) studies, and
then claims to have started a dialogue with the “Lakotah” Nation (again, he doesn’t seem to
own a spell check or know a proofreader). But what really pisses me off is his claim to be
helping disabled vets through the American Veterans Association, which, if you take a little
time to do the research, doesn’t exist.
As a disabled vet, this kind of crap pisses me off to the max, and it’s the kind of fraud that
can get your legs broken.
Here is an example of how he defended himself against criticism:
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When you read his pages of bullshit (or skim them), the amazing thing is how huge his lie
was and how he kept adding to it.
But wait, we’re not done yet. Get this:
On Monday, November 7, 2011, a U.S. federal trademark registration was filed
for BIONAID by Burk Hale, Incorporated, Ringgold, GA 30736. The USPTO has given
the BIONAID trademark serial number of 85466415. The current federal status of this trademark
filing is ABANDONED – FAILURE TO RESPOND OR LATE RESPONSE. The correspondent
listed for BIONAID is Heather A. Sapp of LegalForce RAPC Worldwide, P.C., 446 E Southern
Ave, Tempe AZ 85282 . The BIONAID trademark is filed in the category of Pharmaceutical
Products . The description provided to the USPTO for BIONAID is Mineral, vitamin, or
nutritionally enhanced water; dietary supplements. [Trademark Site]

And then on the same page I found this:

How he copyrighted his BS five years after his death is a real mystery (unless the page just
updates the year continually). The truth is he doesn’t own a copyright on anything.
My favorite of all his claims is that he proudly announced he was creating a documentary.
He posted a preproduction trailer at YouTube that a nine-year-old could have made with a
movie making software package. On that YouTube page, he wrote the following text.
The Water Of Immortality, a movie about water mysteries, water science, water
technologies, water pollution and water wars – a move that covers all you ever wanted to
know about water and things you didn’t know. Some special appearances include worldrenowned hyper-physcist Dan Nelson and Ancient Tek pioneers Danae Harding and
Vernon Roth. This is the preliminary trailer while we begin production for an official
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trailer upon completion of the introductory movie for film festivals including the Cannes
International Film Festival.

In the end, death was kinder to him than those people who were coming after him would
have been.
His “Water of Immortality” didn’t keep him quite as immortal as he’d expected. He died
January 2, 2013 at the age of 57 from kidney failure. He died penniless owing practically
everyone money, but most of all, he owed hundreds of people apologies for being a total ass.
Putting together everything for our book on the real product (BACO), has truly taught me
how greed makes people stupid. And then there are the egos; so many egos, and so few
brains.
Covalent Silver Solution
It was while working with Big Ken that the term “covalent silver solution” slipped into my
skull. I don’t know where it came from. Ken could have mentioned it, but I found my notes
and I remember it sticking in my head and, as the internet grew, so did the number of hits on
“covalent silver solution” in search engines. Once we discovered Google, we constantly used
it to gather more and more information, until one day we discovered a site (now defunct) for
the Health & Wellness Foundation, the URL being servinghumanity.org, which no longer
exists. However, you can find it and its modifications over the years at Archive.org. Their
Wayback Machine proves exactly how these frauds have functioned over the years.
Discovering this website (servinghumanity.org) brought new life back into my quest to find
the man who invented the water than killed pathogens. There was a ton of information about
the history of silver, its use as an antiseptic and, most importantly, the difference between
colloidal silver and covalent silver.
Allow me to pull just some of that from the files I collected using the Archive.org’s
Wayback Machine:
Covalent Silver Solution Vs Colloidal Silver Water
It should be made clear from the outset, the distinction between conventional Colloidal
Silver and Covalent Silver Solution is immense (see below). Colloidal Silver can not be
absorbed into the bloodstream and cells because its particles are many times larger
than Covalent Silver Solution particles:
Facts About Covalent Silver Solution
• Permanently suspended by covalent fusion (UCLA and Southwest Labs).
• The Silver Atom is held in permanent suspension by the covalence of many Oxygen
atoms and the covalence of a single Silver Atom.
• The orbiting electrons of a single Silver Atom wrap around the Oxygen Atom as the
Hydrogen Atoms are being separated during the reaction. The Silver Solution can then be
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ingested like any nutrient through the intestinal wall. This minute particle can travel in
the blood stream, penetrate cell membranes (without damaging the cell) and eliminate
disease-causing microorganisms at the cellular level. The elimination process occurs
when silver; positive charged electrons make contact with a disease-causing microorganism, negative charged electron (single). The micro-organism (parasite) explodes on
contact with the Covalent Silver Solution.
Facts about Colloidal Silver Solution:
• It is not an atomic reaction.
• It is too large to enter the blood stream through normal ingestion processes.
• It is a colloid by static bonding and will fall out of suspension at the slightest agitation.
• It often has approximately 3-5 days shelf life.
• Argyria is a potentially permanent side effect from excess consumption of colloidal
silver, deposition of silver salts in the skin cause a permanent blue to bronze
discoloration of the skin and mucosa that is darker in regions exposed to UV light.
Argyria is an extremely rare occurrence and is seldom harmful; it is generally caused by
the excessive consumption of home made colloidal silver or colloidal silver protein
(CSP). Covalent Silver Solution does not cause Argyria or any harmful side effects, and
you are unable to overdose from its beneficial properties.

That was lifted directly off the site as I had found it in 2003 or 2004.
I knew I was onto something and so I sent an email asking if I could purchase some at a
wholesale price. He was selling it for $40.00 an ounce and that was pretty spendy.
He called me the next day.
Bob DiStephano
What I learned from Bob was that the inventor was
hiding out in Canada because his life had been
threatened; that it was hard to get the stuff into America
and would cost me around $400.00 a bottle, and I
would have to pay cash.
What I’ve since learned about Bob is that he’s a
chronic liar, manipulator, and opportunist. He was
buying it for $50.00 per liter and ripping people off
because, and I’ve heard this more than once, “Sick
people will pay anything.”
Bob sent me a lot of emails proving he was a racist too. He constantly referred to President
Obama as a Kenyan Muslim and was never reluctant to call him a ni**er.
Now it was about this time that I started a tiny experiment with Covalent Silver, and I’m not
sure if I used Bob’s or Ken’s, since I still had a case of Ken’s handy. I had put it away when I
first got it, which turned out to be rather prescient of me. It had worked so well, I realized
that I might need it someday.
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Having a website for health and wellness attracted a lot of very sick people. I’d put
that case away knowing that bad things can happen, and it just might be needed
someday. But now that I’d found another source, well, I could put it to use. By the
way, I still have one bottle left of Ken’s BK Water. I’ve saved it just as an
historical curiosity.

I devised a simple study. One of my pups had Lyme disease. I decided I would treat her with
colloidal silver for three months, get her tested, and if she still had it, I’d put her on the
covalent silver for three months and get her tested again. Of course, having a background in
science and statistical analysis, I realized that this is not an RCT (randomized controlled
trial) but I also realize small “case” studies do add up. However, for us here today, this study
was worthless, because I’m not sure which version I used or the dosage, because I’m not sure
of the strength or dilution of either of them. For all I know, DiStephano could have been
watering down the stuff he sent me.
Tony Issacs
I met Tony through my writing. He found my site and sent me compliments about what I’d
written and told me he also wanted to write and that he was investigating Oleander and
Anvirzel™ . We ended up collaborating on some ideas.
He really liked my article Health Care for Dummies and wanted to re-write it for Natural
News. Both of us at the time enjoyed Natural News, but they soon fell out of favor with me
as their editorial practices declined and they started writing opinion pieces. The final straw
was when they began publishing conspiracy theories that were easily debunked.
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Tony had found a job writing for Utopia Silver Supplements. He came to me one day saying
that Utopia Silver had this remarkable new product, a nano version of their colloidal silver; it
was the product of some brand new technology. He sent me a few bottles and I joined their
affiliate program advertising for them at our site. They did have some quality products.
I decided to use his silver (he’d told me the dosage for my dog) and I bought a few more
bottles to complete the three month study.
Tony moderated some kind of “yahoo group” that I joined, but I stopped contributing when
the group started getting political. Since many were from the South, they kept insisting
America was a “Christian Nation” founded on Christian principles and when I posted the
Treaty of Tripoli that stated we were not a Christian nation, I was attacked repeatedly. Some
character even claimed that every signer of the Declaration of Independence was a Christian
minister.
Being a journalist, I had to go check that one out. Apparently, not a single signer of the
Declaration of Independence was a Christian minister, and I’m sure the truth simply
reinforced their own beliefs still stronger. When the flack started coming in from that post, I
just quit posting.
. . . that is until my study was completed. When I had worked with Tony, it was obvious that
he was also a seeker of truth like me, so it never even occurred to me that he would be
unhappy with the outcome of my study.
With the colloidal silver, the pup’s numbers stayed the same. No worse, no better. However,
with the covalent silver, the Lyme disease was no longer detectable.
When I published that in his group, he sent me an email, saying, “You’re screwing with my
livelihood!”
I’d had no idea. I did not know he made his livelihood selling silver. I told him, hey, you can
sell the covalent silver if you want, and I gave him my contacts.
Long story short: Tony and I drifted apart; our friendship was a bust. And not long after that,
I found this on the web [none of the links work, except the link to the actual page]:
http://www.curezone.org/forums/am.asp?i=1309099
Dear Tony,
I just read an article on the Wellness Directory of MN site about covalent silver.
http://www.mnwelldir.org/docs/water/history_silver.htm [the link is dead]
This article points out to a significant difference of the two products and relative
inferiority of the colloidal silver. There are a few related articles on this site.
What is your opinion? Should we try to use covalent instead of colloidal?
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Thank you,
Nekto

Subscribe to receive free CureZone Newsletter
All of my messges on this board All of my messges anywhere
•

Re: Covalent vs. Colloidal Silver Tony Isaacs 8y 3,371

Tony Isaacs
Both products appear to be good ones, if you are talking about superior
quality true colloidal silver and not some of the inferior ionic products that
are passed off as colloidal silver. I have great respect for the Minnesota
Wellness Directory but I will nevertheless note that my good friend and
webmaster of the site has a financial interest in Covalent Silver.
I will also note that there are at least a couple of dozen silver products on
the market that all claim some "unique" process that makes them superior to
all other silver products. So far the only truly unique process I am aware of
is the one which was devised by the current owner of Utopia Silver which is
used by both Utopia Silver and Mesosilver and which I have personally
inspected and witnessed.
Tony

Now, Tony knew I had no “financial interest” in covalent silver. Yes, we sold it and talked
all about the prices in the piece they’re referring to, but we were just trying to make our
money back. We gave away more than we sold. He knew I ran a nonprofit and he knew that
I’ve never taken a cent for my work.
And, of course, he’d informed me that this was his livelihood, which, had I known, I would
not have “messed” with.
Everyone needs to know that, when it comes to science, money influences outcome, and
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when it comes truth, money is guaranteed to manipulate it a bit. I don’t hold it against him
that he has to make a living. But I was disappointed that he was no longer interested in the
truth.
If you go there (the posting above) you’ll read further on that he had the chance to sell
“covalent silver” but turned it down. The truth is he couldn’t afford to buy inventory.
If only he’d have stuck around, he’d have met Bill Branson Jr and could have gotten Bill’s
version for $50.00 a bottle. And at that price, we were able to give away even more.

Bill Branson Jr
No, he’s not the nicest guy you’d ever want to meet. He recently called me telling me that it
was his water that was used in Belize, that it was his water was used in Mexico, that his
father was the inventor, that Pops was a joke, and he giggled when he heard that Randy
Grace was now in charge of the company.
When I first met him, it was a completely different story. He never mentioned Pops. He
never mentioned his father. He told me that this was the original “covalent silver” and I
bought it from him for $50.00 a bottle and we got it out to people for much less than
DiStephano ever did. In fact, when DiStephano learned I’d found a new supplier, he was
suddenly super intensely interested to know who he was so he could get it as cheaply, the
liar.
He’s been buying it from Branson all along.
And when he found my site and saw that I was selling both Apex (Branson’s version) and
BACO (from Pops), he wrote me saying that BACO was crap, that it was nothing compared
to Apex; that BACO was worthless.
Here is a letter I got from DiStephano in 2004. Keep in mind that I just got tired of his
bullshit and I’d just walked away. This his referring to my not answering calls or emails. [My
comments will be in brackets, in blue lettering.]
My computer has been “down” until today or I would have answered your “nonresponse” a few days ago. As a preface to this e-mail I will state that anytime I came
across something that I felt would be good for the buyers and me, and you or others, I
would bring it to you so we could all make some money, (and do some good in the world.
“It takes grease to make the wheels turn”………... (The silence was deafening!) First,
when I found that you were (and could) sell a liter of “Covalent” silver for $150 I
became excited because if you could sell it that cheap, you had to be buying it cheaper
and I would have bought it through you. [This was pure bullshit. He’d been buying it
from Branson all along at $50.00 per bottle] I was surprised at your lack of response!
Then I started to think, if you were buying it out of KCMO you were buying Blessing’s
water. (Between you and me, some years ago I was not comfortable with him for several
reasons and I chose not to do business with him). [Another lie. Pops was not comfortable
with either him or Chastain (you’ll learn about Chastain in a bit) and was happy to let
them get their water from Branson.] As you know I had two labs do a test on your
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“Simply the Best” product that I received from one of your customers. [He never
received anything from my customers, and as far as we know, the only time Branson’s
water has been tested was the original test at Creighton University after the prototype
had been built. DiStephano never brought anything to a laboratory.] I told you at that
time it was “worthless” based on the lab reports. Based on your lack of response, I now
have to believe it was his product. If you do not have it checked by a lab for efficacy
you are putting you, me and others in jeopardy! [DiStephano doesn’t even know the
particular tests that must be run on BACO in the first place. As we’ve pointed out, most
labs won’t find any silver because they’re looking for colloids.]
To make it clear, your lack of response leads me to believe that you are selling Blessings
water. Unless he has changed the manufacturing process it is worthless as quoted by my
lab in Illinois. Spend the bucks!! (and send me a copy)!
You sent me a e-mail attached below. I called you to find out what you were talking
about and you do not have the courtesy to write or call me back to explain what is going
on. I would not do that to a fucking competitor! What is your problem???? What have I
done to you????

My response was quite simple. I was tired of his lies and I told him he could go fuck himself.
The Unholy Trinity
You will soon learn about “Buddy,” but for now, just know that Buddy
found this fellow named William Chastain who was an aeronautics engineer
working for Boeing. He seemed to be well versed in supplements and
nutrition. Chastain brought in DiStephano, who was also interested in
alternative medicine, and who felt he had saved his life using “UV Light
Therapy,” and a variety of herbs.
Buddy called Pops saying that both Chastain and DiStephano wanted to buy
$2,000.00 worth of BACO and would pay $75 - $100 per liter. After a few
transactions, with everyone putting their cut on top, the retail price of a
bottle of BACO started approaching a thousand dollars, so Pops cut the price
dramatically (Buddy still put a 100% markup on top) and tried to get it out to
them that way. But because of Buddy’s cut, Chastain and DiStephano who’d
been sent to Bill Branson when Pops got tired of making it (Pops tried to get
everyone involved), decided to stick with Branson and not pay Buddy his cut.
Buddy complained to Pops, but Pops said, “It’s ok. It’s ok. I don’t trust those two,” referring
to Chastain and DiStephano. And he was right, because shortly afterwards the attacks started.
Today the attacks are on the web. Allow me to show you a sampling.
Ed,
I am glad you mentioned BACO again.
After some research I think you all might find this of interest. BACO has been tested and
the contents that is in the bottle is NOT anything even remotely similiar to APeX and for
the most part, has not medicinal value, especially for cancer. Interestingly it is noted
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that there is a sediment that is found in the bottles which indicates the solution is ionic in
nature, and has nothing to do with the bonding of oxygen atoms to a silve altom. Also
there is a case they speak of on their site of a person that was cured of cancer using the
product at Genesis West in Mexico, that product was NOT BACO but was APeX.
BACO solution is a covalent silver solution.
“Covalent Silver" that used a secret process to “covalently bond a billion oxygen atoms
to a single silver atom.” Hmmm. Quite a feat. A billion oxygen atoms? Even though
oxygen atoms are quite small, they still have dimension–an oxygen atom is .15 nanometers in diameter to be exact. So if we take this magic science to the next logical step,
a billion oxygen atoms lined up in a row would have a possible length of (1 billion atoms
X .15 nano-meters = 5.9055 inches). It would be interesting to see how anyone can fit
such a large mass into a your bloodstream.
What is Covalent Silver anyway? Regardless of claims, Covalent Silver was thoroughly
tested by the independent hi-tech SilverColloids.com research lab and was determined by
them to simply be a low level ionic silver solution.
I will give you what more information I discover as I find it. This information made me
a bit angry that they are touting to be like APeX and do the things it does when they are
NOT at all. When people that have cancer look for hope, I want them to find it, not some
company pretending to be something they are not and possibly hurting someone in the
process.

When I found this, I and a friend made up a name using both our initials and started trolling
this character. Chastain spent a great amount of energy attacking “initial reports” about
BACO, many of which were simply made up and posted on the web by people selling it.
Pops loved to tell stories, and like most story tellers, he often exaggerated. And one thing
about stories is they often change is the telling.
There’s a game called “Broken Telephone,” (you might have heard of it) in which a person
whispers something in one person’s ear who whisper’s into another’s ear, and on down the
line; when the final person gets the story, they are supposed to repeat what was just told to
them. Never has the original story made it all the way to the end, and often it’s been so
transmogrified in the telling that it’s hilarious.
Thus many stories of BACO began to circulate, began to transform and mutate, and the final
versions ended up in a PDF file we’ve mentioned called Covalent Silver Solution. It’s
accurate to a point, but filled with mythology, such as connections to NASA and the
International Space Station.
Having interviewed Pops, I learned that he never mentioned the number of oxygen atoms. He
told me what estimates were, but he said that it was best to just say “a multitude of oxygen
atoms.”
So, as you can see, Chastain is attacking the “mythology” surrounding BACO, and not
BACO. And get this: since Pops built both machines, he was attacking his own product.
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We could not believe the lies we found on Chastain’s blog. You will note that both
DiStephano and Chastain talk about “tests.” They all “talk” about “tests,” but nobody ever
posts the testing.
They make all sorts of claims about “lab reports” but not once have they published them, and
not once have they purchased BACO from Pops to take it to a lab.
Someone once said, “If you want to hear someone lie his head off, challenge his knowledge
of something in which he’s supposed to be an authority.”
Well, Chastain went nuts and started quoting this, that, and the other, as well as his “book”
and how he got “his” solution out free to people.
Well, not exactly free. I was speaking with Frank D. Wiewel from People Against Cancer, an
amazing organization that has helped thousands of people. Frank has been a leading figure in
complementary medicine, and was the original founder of the Office of Alternative Medicine
(OAM) in the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in 1993.
He told me of people who came to him who had been using Chastain’s Apex. They told him
that they got it for a “donation.” Frank asked, “And if you ran out of money to donate? What
happened then?”
They got cut off.
We don’t know if Chastain actually ever gave it away, but we’ve not yet found anyone who
got it for free. Randy Grace took a look at the things Chastain has posted and said, “Chastain
is a quack.”
I learned something a long time ago when I was in the sales field: If you have to sell your
product by dumping on the competition, you must not have a very good product.
Proof of their Fraud
Now I am about to show you something that should once and for all end the question of who
invented BACO/APEX, or anything you want to call it, including Covalent Silver Solution.
DiStephano and Chastain both bought their solution from Bill Branson Jr. All three were as
“thick as thieves,” as the saying goes. They’d both known the real inventor, but they decided
to get it from Branson because it was cheaper.
While I was still working with Branson and getting threatening calls from DiStephano
because I’d discovered the “real” inventor, I watched DiStephano’s website slowly modify
the story of BACO, that grand story about the kid in church watching people drinking from
the same chalice.
He slowly changed the story to point to “his” distributor as having the “real thing,” and I
kicked myself in the ass a good number of times for not documenting these changes.
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Thank the heavens for Archive.org. I now have on my computer, and backed up three
different ways, documentation showing how DiStephano modified the story to perpetrate
their fraud.
And you are going to see it right now. I am copying it directly from the files we’ve captured
in Archive.org’s wayback machine, and you are witness to the fraud that greed built.

The Original Story (May 2008 published at servinghumanity.org)
The voyage of discovery for Covalent Silver Solution begins in 1954. At the tender
age of twelve, while attending church services, the inventor (whose name has
been kept confidential) observed people receiving Holy Communion. People
infected with colds and other ailments were seen sneezing or coughing over the
Communion Chalice. Later, he asked the Priest about possible contamination to
the remainder of the congregation. The Priest said that he need not worry, as
pure silver kills viruses and harmful bacteria. Thus began his life long fascination
with silver as a cure. As the years passed, he pondered about how to destroy
disease-causing parasites by taking advantage of the safe and natural properties
inherent in silver. He applied for a patent for a silver filter device to be implanted
inside the human body. That patent was denied in 1985 because of an existing
patent on a boiler blow-back tube by Thomas Jefferson. Nevertheless, he
continued to consider methods which would expose human blood-carried
parasites to pure silver. He began to focus upon circulating pure silver within the
bloodstream, studying ionization, electrolysis, colloidal silver forms, and
electroplating. He became fascinated with the combined conductivity of charged
silver and charged water. In 1986, whilst working with Louisiana University on
another invention, he mentioned his Covalent Silver Solution idea to colleagues
and friends. A professor at the University brought a bible verse to his attention, in
Exodus 32:19, Moses took the golden calf, burned it and ground it to fine powder,
scattered it on the water, and made the Israelites drink it. Thus he thought that if
he could suspend pure silver in pure water permanently then silver could operate
more effectively internally, circulating throughout the body, destroying harmful
micro-organisms.
He designed a reactor that suspended pure silver in pure water and faxed the
drawing to a trusted machinist in Colorado Springs who machined several vital
components. After assembly, the reactor was taken to a friend in Pueblo,
Colorado who had well water that he knew was chemical-free. He experimented
with various water flow rates and electrical settings, and then went to several
laboratories and universities attempting to generate interest for testing, but was
repeatedly told that permanent suspension of a metal in water was impossible and
against the laws of physics.
In 1989, he traveled to an area in Venezuela swarming with malarial mosquitoes
genus Anopheles), with the intention of proving his theories by purposely infecting
himself with a potentially fatal disease. Malaria is an infectious disease
characterized by cycles of chills, fever, and sweating, caused by a protozoan of
the genus Plasmodium in red blood cells, which is transmitted to humans by the
bite of an infected female anopheles mosquito. Without his wife's knowledge or
consent, he allowed several malarial mosquitoes to bite him and transmit the
malaria parasite. After the 21st day of incubation he awoke a very sick man with
extreme chills and fever. He then admitted to his wife that he had purposely
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infected himself with malaria, and asked her to give him the weakest batch of
Covalent Silver Solution. As anticipated his recovery began internally within
fifteen minutes, and astoundingly within several hours he regained the strength to
get out of bed and swim in the pool. Later that evening he acquired the strength
to venture out with his wife for dinner and a movie, as the symptoms of Malaria
continued to retreat and disappear. Continuing the treatment until completion has
enabled him to remain symptom free since that day in 1989

The Modified Story (July 2009 published at servinghumanity.org)
The voyage for discovery of the Covalent Silver Solution begins in the late 1950’s
by two men who, at this point in time did not even know each other. They would
not cross paths for another twenty two years.
The first man with an engineering background, spent many years in the oil
industry. At the age of twelve, while attending church services, observed people
receiving Holy Communion. People infected with colds and other ailments were
seen sneezing or coughing over the Communion Chalice. He later asked the
Priest about the possible contamination to the rest of the congregation. The
Priest said that he need not worry, as the silver used to create the Chalice, would
protect everyone from disease. This began his life long fascination with silver
and its capabilities to kill viruses and harmful bacteria. As the years passed, he
pondered about how he might take advantage of the safe and natural properties
inherent in silver to destroy the disease-causing parasites. He began to focus
upon circulating pure silver within the bloodstream, studying ionization,
electrolysis and electroplating to create colloidal silver. In 1985 he applied for a
patent for a silver filter device to be implanted inside the human body.
The second man, our manufactures father, also had and engineering background.
He spent time developing and manufacturing tools for the construction industry.
The company where he was employed, Magnalite was the first to develop a
magnesium level, later sold to Stanley Tool. It became the standard by which all
other levels were measured. During this period in his career he learned about
electrolysis and plating. In 1957 he joined a team of researchers in the water
purification business. They worked on the removal of nitrates from well water at
cattle ranches, hog farmers and the like. The newly born only live a few weeks
with nitrate poisoning. It was extremely difficult to diagnose back then. Another
point of research was Escherichia coli. E-coli is a cause of food borne illness
from eating tainted raw vegetables or drinking raw milk. A person can also get Ecoli from eating undercooked, contaminated ground beef, swimming in or drinking
sewage-contaminated water. The equipment they were developing to combat
these illnesses utilized electrolysis and 99.999 pure silver.
In 1987 our manufacturer of the Immune-Stimulus Covalent Silver was working
with the first man mentioned, along with his son, on fabricating a new type of gold
dredging equipment in a western state. They became great friends immediately.
They spoke of his great fascination with the properties of silver one day during
lunch. They discussed the fact that our manufacturer’s father had developed a
silver salve back when he was a kid and how his mother would apply it to all cuts
and scrapes. He invited his father out west to meet this man and his son. Three
weeks later the four were eating at Denney’s. They sat for five hours telling each
other of their discoveries and their dreams. Our manufacturer’s father pulled out
a yellow note pad and began drawing from memory, the electrolysis equipment he
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had used back in the 1950’s. It was a day never to be forgotten. It was the
beginning of a great adventure they all enjoyed, even to this day!

At Chastain’s blog, we pounced on him for not having access to pure silver.
He responded with this line (the “he” he’s referring to is myself and my buddy who were
trolling him):
(He claims that you can’t buy pure silver rods. Another error – you can buy .999 pure silver rods from many vendors
including Amazon.com and E-bay – Google it.)

When Chastain writes .999, he means 99.9% pure.
This self-proclaimed expert is about to find out that he’s six magnitudes short of what’s
required to produce BACO.
You see Pops was obsessed with getting the purest silver on earth. For some reason he knew
instinctively that he’d be able to make his solution only with the purest possible silver. To
get silver that pure he had to be a jeweler, because that silver was sold only to jewelers. He
used his connections to find the purest silver, and then formed a company that made him a
jeweler. Today, Randy Grace is that “jeweler” and when he gets the silver, it’s 99.9999999%
pure.
Two Reactors
This you should know. After Pops built the prototype, he made sure that Bill Branson Sr and
he both had machines. He built a second exactly the same as the first. He put the pure silver
rods in them both. I asked him how long the rods lasted. He said that, at the time he built the
machines, he wasn’t sure, but had since learned that those rods have lasted about 15 years.
“You could go to 20,” he told me, “but you’d get a much weaker solution.”
The reason Pops built two machines was that, deep down, he was first and foremost a
humanitarian. He invented the reactor to help humanity. He didn’t seem to care about credit
for building it, but then he didn’t know that the people he trusted would eventually try to take
that credit away. He just wanted to make sure people got his solution so that it could help
save lives.
Since those early days, Pops has tweaked his machines numerous times, and he’s tested the
resulting solution. That was one thing about Pops that people close to him admired. He
always tested his machines after he tweaked them because he was trying to make the best
solution possible. He never lost sight of his goal.
Bill Branson Jr now has the prototype and we don’t know where he gets his silver. Pops
often called Bill Jr asking him to ship off some water, which he did. This is why Branson
claimed that it was “his” water that was used in Belize, when maybe once or twice Pops had
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asked him to send some. Hundreds of gallons were used in Belize. Dr Carr was curing
malaria. When interviewed, Carr only talked about Pops’ water. It was his main source.
The only thing I know about Branson’s water was that it did work when we were getting it in
2004, but his rods were pretty old by then. The two reactors were finalized with fresh silver
rods in 1987. In 2007, they’d be 20 years old.
As for the “sediment” Chastain talks about on his blog? Well, that occurs when you use new
rods. Colloids and even a few chunks will fall off the new rods when making the solution.
And the sediment will appear for a while but slowly get less and less.
The reason Chastain’s APEX had no sediment was that they never changed the rods. And
what they use for silver is unknown, except by them.
The Official Position of the Family and Owners of BACO
Randy has made it perfectly clear that these clowns can say whatever they want for the rest
of their lives. Although, we’re pretty sure DiStephano has passed on since we’ve not been
able to locate him.
Because Bill Branson Jr was the son of his close friend, Pops never went after him. Pops
always tried to get him involved and many times permitted him to send his water to the
various sites that were testing BACO (hence Branson’s claim that it was “his” that was used
in this or that study). While it’s true that Pops permitted Branson to be involved, it was
always Pops’ water that was being used for the bulk of the studies. The one time Pops had
Branson send water send to Germany for Professor Bernd Helmut Kröplin to use in his
testing, Kröplin got back to Buddy telling him that they had poured it down the drain, and
“don’t waste our time again.” Pops did not hear the response, but he remembered that he had
to make up a batch and get it to Germany and ship it in glass because they couldn’t use the
last bottle of water that they’d received.
Now even Pops had made some bad batches in his lifetime, so we’re not about to say
Branson’s water is inferior. That’s their job to attack their “competitor’s product.” Pops
learned he had to constantly stay on top of his output and test it at times to be sure he was
still producing the best solution he could. Pops paid for testing, as we have documented.
Additionally, even though the rods Pops finally settled on permanently could last 15 years,
he replaced them about every five years. And when the rods are replaced, colloids and
chunks of silver, as well as some silver sediment get into the first bottles produced.
We discovered that Branson now adds ozone to his solution, but if you know anything about
ozone water, it doesn’t last long. We don’t know what claims he makes, and we don’t really
care.
Because of Pop’s friendship, and because Pop’s never left anything in his will concerning
Branson, the family and CEO, Randy Grace, are just going to allow them to continue doing
whatever they are doing.
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However, paraphrasing the politicians, we can say: When they stop telling lies about us,
we’ll stop telling the truth about them.
But be it known: If they ever want to take this fiasco to court, over any matter involving the
solution or publications about the solution, the family is prepared to bring forth original
drawings, receipts, and documentation to prove beyond a reasonable doubt who invented the
reactors and who owns the machine they’ve been using over the years, and return that
machine to the rightful owners.
But before we leave these clowns behind, you must meet this next character.
Larry “Buddy” Mael II
You can scour the internet for the rest of your life but you’ll find nothing about Buddy
except that he was a pool hustler in high school in the eighties. He still is, and he’ll take you
for whatever you’re willing to lay out.
I loved Buddy as a brother. I made sure he had a Christmas turkey on his table, that his
daughter got to her dance recitals, and that he had a roof over his head. Why? Because
Buddy had a loving heart. He loved everyone. He wanted to help everyone. But he had two
faults.
Buddy’s not very bright
Buddy can’t stop lying
Here is how I found Buddy.
I’d found Branson via the internet Googling “covalent silver solution,” after learning it had
also been called Apex. I never asked him if he was the inventor, but I did ask enough
questions to know that he wasn’t, especially when I asked him to send me a copy of the
video made in Mexico at Genesis West. He said he didn’t have a copy. If Big Ken had posted
a copy of the video on his website, and this guy making the water didn’t have a copy, I knew
there was still a lot more digging to do. Branson wasn’t the inventor. And his claiming that it
was his Apex that was used in the Genesis West studies without having the video made there
just makes Branson look foolish.
Having two nonprofits, two websites, and publishing directories kept me quite busy, so after
we’d put out our first International Wellness Directory, I had some time on my hands and
again googled “covalent silver solution” and gathered up a list of sites (at least 60) that were
loosely connected to the solution and sent out an email asking if they had a copy of the
video.
I got back two or three responses, but the one that responded “Who wants to know?” was my
bingo moment. I knew I’d hit something.
I wrote back that I’d been chasing down this substance for nearly 20 years and that I was a
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journalist. I wanted to know more.
He told me to meet him on Monday in Kansas City, Missouri.
I went out and got me a GPS, packed up the car and took off driving through the largest snow
storm in Iowa’s history. I lived in Minnesota, and Des Moines was right about the halfway
point between us. After I passed Des Moines, I learned that some 500 cars had been turned
back because of a few trucks blocking the interstate behind me. I stayed on the road only
because of the GPS and by sticking closely to the truck in front of me. But not too close. I’d
already seen two SUVs following closely behind trucks, and they followed them right into
the ditch. There were cars stranded everywhere. I picked out a truck that was being driven by
a sane person. He kept his speed under 40 and didn’t try to pass. When he left the road for
gas, I left with him.
The next morning I called Buddy, and he told me to meet him at an International Pancake
House near him. I left early, and got there in time to set up my computers, an audio recording
device, notepads, etc. When I asked if they had WiFi, they said only for the employees, but
gave me the password anyway.
Buddy was just delightful. Anything he wanted, I got him. We had a great breakfast and a
great talk. Then he asked me if I’d like to talk to the inventor. He called him Pops.
Pops was at his dentist waiting to be seen. We spoke for a few minutes. When Buddy left, he
gave me a big hug. I packed up everything, got ready to drag it out to the car, and I tipped all
three servers $20.00 each. I told them they were perfect.
I was really high. A twenty year quest had finished successfully, and now I was about to start
another project: Get “covalent silver solution” to the world.
Who knew this would be as difficult as the first 20 years?
It was at that breakfast that Buddy told his first lie. He said that the studies out of Germany
(performed by Prof Dr Bernd Helmut Kröplin) would be published in about two months.
There were no studies. Kröplin had already walked away.
He told me how his friend Marc had met with Kröplin, gave him some BACO that he
examined under a special microscope, and then grabbed his phone and started calling out.
Within a few hours, private jets were landing in Germany and scientists from around the
globe stepped into Kröplin’s office where he handed them a small bottle of BACO, telling
them to take that back and study it. That it was something truly amazing.
I have no idea how much of that story is true, though I suspect some of it. Buddy liked to tell
stories. He was going to get me an interview with Pops and I was ecstatic. He told me he had
the exclusive marketing rights for BACO, and even showed me his contract. He constantly
told me he was backed by an organization that was into all sorts of technologies, and even
sent me to websites to read about them. He told me of his struggles and how his wife had left
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him for a while but came back because he was so damned dedicated to these projects. And he
told me about money. That the money was just outside of his reach, but it was there. Money
to accomplish everything he ever dreamed of; projects to help humanity in so many ways.
That first day, even though he was wearing a second-hand winter coat, he told me of their
plans (I wasn’t sure who “they” were, but I listened) to put most of their profits into
foundations. Each foundation would get $5 billion. He even told me why, “just” $5 billion to
each foundation. “The government steps in and takes over if there is more.”
This was when I first had my doubts about him. That just seemed a bit far-fetched. How the
government could step in and take over a foundation was just too, too illuminati tin hat like.
He would later let me in on the depth of conspiracies he believed in and how when things
went wrong it was just a part of the “conspiracy.”
We finally broke away from each other when he tried to convince me that a new banking
system was about to become adopted worldwide, and he’d always throw in the conversation
how I’d be okay since I was a hunter and could live off the land.
I knew we were through. I’d put him in touch with the famous Dr Sam Chachoua (who is
considered a quack by Wikipedia) but who is considered a genius by people whose lives he’s
saved. Buddy suffered from severe metabolic syndrome, teetering on the brink of diabetes,
with high blood pressure and neuropathy setting in his legs and feet. Dr Sam sent him
$60,000 worth of his serum. He used it up, got sick as hell (he experienced a healing crisis),
but when he came out of it his blood pressure had normalized, his neuropathy was gone, and
his diabetes was nowhere to be seen.
Then he told me that Sam had insulted him and he broke with him. It was a great excuse to
not feel in debt to the man who just gave him a new life.
I knew I was next. Buddy figured he wasn’t getting any more money from me, so when he
again hit me with his banking conspiracy, I simply asked, “How much do you trust your
advisors.”
These same advisors were the ones telling him that President Obama was born in Kenya and
was a secret Muslim. He even sent me five birth certificates. I would reply to him, well, how
lucky Obama is. Most of us get just one, maybe two if there’s a long form, but Obama gets
five, and all from Kenya.
It was my asking him about his “advisors,” that did it. He told me I’d never insult him again.
Being a journalist, I actually checked his “theory” by contacting various banks. After his
email to me that I would never insult him again, I wrote back insulting him one last time.
I told him that his advisors were full of shit, because my advisors (the Royal Bank of
Canada, Bank of India, Bank of England, Deutsche Bank, Bank of China, Bank Hapoalim,
and the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis) tell me there’s no such thing as a new banking
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system.
Randy Grace has said, repeatedly, “Buddy is just a con man.” The thing is he’s a bit more
complicated than that. He’s also being conned and he eats it up. He’s a racist, a con man,
and, in many ways, a moron. He doesn’t know much about anything, and believes everything
his “people” tell him. He even thinks one of his people will one day be the “King of the
World.”
I once asked him if his King of the World friend could lend him some money because I was
going broke financing him.
The thing was, every time I checked out something he told me, it turned out to be bullshit.
But once in a while he’d come through. The new technologies he spoke of actually existed,
but his connection to them? Tenuous at best.
And then there was Pops. Pops adored Buddy, and believed all of his crazy money theories.
Even when Pops was splitting with Buddy, he never said a sour word about the man. Randy
once said, “I wonder what Buddy had on Pops,” and we all laughed, because that’s exactly
what it felt like. How could Pops stay so loyal to a man who kept trying to screw him in the
ass.
I began questioning everything about Buddy, but stayed with him because Pops stayed with
him. His contract, though, was bullshit. Here it is:
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You will notice that there are no other witnesses beyond the two partners. Additionally, no
matter how many times Buddy claimed to have “exclusive” marketing rights, there is no
mention of exclusivity. Finally, an attorney laughed when he saw this because in a joint
venture, each party has to bring something to the table. Pops brought the water; Buddy
brought nothing. Not even expertise.
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But people stuck with Buddy because Buddy was going to get this BACO stuff to the world.
He was on a mission. And again, no one ever heard Pops say anything against Buddy.
However, I would pass onto Pops things Buddy told me. Buddy lied all the time. I kept
catching him in lies. So, I’d check with Pops.
Buddy eventually came between Pops and me, and suddenly Pops was no longer answering
my calls. That didn’t bother me because I’d already gathered enough information to write a
pretty thorough book. However, what Buddy didn’t know was that I got back into Pops’
good graces before he died and collaborated more on this work. I learned that it was Randy
Grace who would take over the company should something happen to Pops and that Buddy
would only market the product if Randy and the family agreed to keep him on.
And Buddy had had some crazy marketing schemes. At one time he had wanted to bottle it in
12 ounce bottles and sell it for $1,200.00 because, and this was his reasoning, sick people
will pay anything to get well.
Buddy didn’t know a thing about marketing or starting up a business, but spent his entire day
talking with his advisors and getting people to give him money so he could survive just one
more week, because he just knew something would break. We had heard just one more week,
or two months, or three months at the longest repeatedly.
My first break with Buddy was over his assets. They weren’t his, but supposedly they
belonged to his “associate” Marc Mercury. Buddy never allowed me to talk to Marc. It seems
now that there was a pretty good reason: Marc (I figure) and I would eventually realize we
were being told different stories.
I do not know if Marc actually had these assets. Buddy said he did, and a friend of mine gave
Buddy her life’s savings to get them valued. It took a while to convince her. He made
promise after promise and then finally told her that once the assets were valued, he’d get a
loan using them as collateral and pay her $100,000.00 for her $20,000.00 investment within
90 days.
Well, we got a nearly unreadable text from Buddy showing us the value of the assets. Here it
is:
I undertake this opportunity to present herein brief information regarding two of my
assets: The Reel Reich; a historical film library previously owned by Adolf Hitler and
the reverse color negative of a Leonardo da Vinci painting. The purpose for presentation;
for discussions to sell and or license.
The Reel Reich: a historical film library
Certified Appraisal by RAAR Enterprises, Inc., December 7, 2010 RAAR Enterprises,
Inc. is licensed in all states of the United States of
America, Canada, The United Kingdom, South Africa and Mexico Appraised current
value: $4,326,000,000.00 (FOUR BILLION THREE
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HUNDRED TWENTY SIX MILLION) with a forced liquidation value of
$175,000,000.00 (ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE MILLION) derived from aggregate
retail value conservatively based on one time use only.
Footage dates from 1939 to 1945
Personal footage of Adolf Hitler, feature films, news reels, warfare, medical
experiments, under ground city, arts and cultural as well as numerous other subjects
Asset:
Artist of original work: Leonardo da Vinci
Name of work: “ Ritratto di Donna in Profilo e/o Ritratto di Fanciulla (Profile of a Lady)
women thought to be his mistress; Lucrezia Crivelli.
Dated: 1497 (date the Last Supper was painted)
Size of original work: 55X35 cm painted oil on wood
Item for consideration: Color Reverse Negative with color bar and grey/hue bar of
original painting
The reverse negative is of a slightly smaller size than the original work
Please do not hesitate to contact me for any additional information needed. Thank you
for your time and consideration.

Within a month of the assets being valued, I and my friend waited and waited for them to get
a loan using the assets as collateral. Within a month or two, Buddy had spent the 10 grand
she had given him as living expenses. It was supposed to last him 90 days so that he could
get money from the loan and he could pay her back.
All she had wanted was to help get BACO to the world.
When he called me, he constantly told me how Marc was having troubles at banks and had to
do this, or that, or see someone else, and some banker had to fly in and, well, it was
unbelievable. In the back of my head, I couldn’t imagine how stupid someone would be who
couldn’t get a loan using $4 billion in collateral.
Then he told me that Steven Spielberg had seen the films and proclaimed them to be the
finest, sharpest and clearest films he’d ever seen from World War II.
Being a journalist, I contacted Spielberg’s office. They got back to me. Spielberg did not
know of anything like this, and had never viewed any films like this.
Buddy lied telling me he had a letter on his desk from Spielberg (but for some reason he
never offered to send me a photo of it taken with his iPhone that I was paying for every
month).
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All she wanted was to help get BACO to the world, and he stole her life savings.
He ripped off another friend for $60,000.00. I and my non-profits gave him about that same
amount.
I had researched Marc and he turned out to be an interesting character. He was a Navy Seal
around the time of the Vietnam War. He did some stunt work in Hollywood with 34 credits
for stunts, 6 for acting [IMDB.com]. And he was a world class ocean boat racer. He seemed
like a pretty cool dude, and I got the feeling that Buddy was playing us both because, right
after I walked away from Buddy, I’d heard that Marc had left him too.
I and others had all wanted to get BACO out to the world, and Buddy was just conning us.
Pops loved Buddy and even when he broke with Buddy he continued to tell me of his love
for Buddy without ever mentioning the break.
Buddy was just a con. And, like most con men, it’s easy to con a con.
Buddy found some retired military guy out east who wanted to do fundraising. Buddy helped
set it all up and even got some friends to help him out. Everyone pitched in because the
money was rolling in. When the take was about a million dollars, it got “took.” The exmilitary guy just vanished, and so did the money.
Randy told me about a time when some guy had called Pops wanting to invest ten million
dollars. Buddy got on the phone with a three-way call (Randy was on another line in the
house) and, suddenly, all of Buddy’s conspiracy theories were in the lap of this investor.
Buddy explained that there was a way to put the money in a bank—insert magic potion
here—and Pops could pull out hundreds of thousands of dollars without ever touching the
principal. It was such a confusing and convoluted scheme, not to mention unbelievable, that
the fellow finally said, “All I wanted to do was invest in your product.” He hung up and was
never heard from again.
When Pops passed away, I sent Buddy a thousand bucks to fly down there. I felt that he
should at least pay his respects.
I learned from Randy Grace that the family was sitting around after the funeral and Buddy
said something about how he should probably take over the business, and there was an initial
stunned silence as everyone looked up at him, followed by roaring laughter. He was laughed
out of the house and all the way back to Kansas City where he would lie to us more hoping to
get some more money.
All three of us who’d been ripped off by Buddy went after him through the Attorney General
of Missouri. They never understood that we were not interested in a civil suit because we all
knew he had no money. We wanted his ass tossed in jail for fraud.
Buddy responded to them claiming that we had all invested in a highly risky startup business.
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I laughed. The others didn’t laugh. They just got mad. I had to laugh. Had we gone to court
the judge would have laughed. Buddy simply called it a startup business, but he had no
paperwork to back that up. No business plan, no federal employer identification number, not
even a ledger.
When I listed out people who had loaned him money, or invested though me, he responded to
the Attorney General’s office that he had no idea who they were, even though we had emails
with him acknowledging them and their contributions.
He never wrote down a single dime he’d gotten. Hell of a startup. He always called us
“Angel Investors.”
So we took it to the local county attorney and a detective got right on it.
One day the detective called me asking about this covalent silver stuff. He said he’d found a
PDF file at my site. I told him that the PDF was interesting and close to the truth, but that it
repeated a lot of the mythology surrounding BACO; it contained a lot of falsehoods.
Then one day I got another call from that detective, but this time he told me that the county
attorney was dropping the case.
The same happened with the FBI. They were really interested in this Buddy character, and
the amount we’d been defrauded was just over the limit the FBI sets for going after frauds.
I got a call from them about the BACO. Then I got a call they were dropping the case.
Obviously no one wants to put BACO into a courtroom.
If you ever want to rip someone off with impunity, use BACO. It kills every known pathogen
along with every fraud investigation over it. Just like that.
Nobody wants to put BACO into a courtroom.
And we are not the only ones Buddy has ripped off. Since I’ve known him, he’s never
worked a day in his life. He lives off of the money of others, returning them only empty
promises.
We are very grateful that he is no longer associated with BACO.
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The Chronicles of the Missing Machines
You already know that after Pops built the prototype, he built himself one. Both machines
were identical, and he left the prototype with the Bransons, mainly Bill Branson Senior,
because he knew that he would get the solution out to the world.
After Bill Senior had passed on, Pops said nothing about Bill Jr selling the solution to
people. Pops often asked him to send some “water” to someone here, or there, when Pops
was too busy with another project. Pop’s other project was simply to make the “reactor”
better and better, adjusting the rate of flow, the design of the silver rods, etcetera, etcetera.
And, when someone came along that Pops didn’t want to deal with, he’d send them to Bill Jr.
Interviewing Pops about this arrangement between him and Bill Jr, I could see Pops get
viscerally upset when he talked about certain people he had once trusted and, over coffee one
day when he was really upset, he just shut up and looked out the window.
Then he turned to me and said, “Turn off the recorder.”
He told me how difficult this entire journey had been and how he had to put up with backstabbers nearly every step of the way, and he knew that people were claiming his product
was no good but that the original prototype was putting out the good stuff.
He paused, staring down at his coffee. Then he raised only his eyes to me saying something
to the effect of: “I don’t care what they say anymore. I can’t control that. But if they ever
come after me or, my family, or someone in our company through the legal system, I will
destroy them and take their damn machine away from them.”
He had the original drawings. He kept all the receipts. He was prepared for anything. But at
the same time, he started giving away machines. He gave one to Big Ken, and he gave one to
Al Pimentel. But after his experience with Big Ken, he made sure the rods he supplied would
make water for about a year.
And then he mentioned other machines he’d given to people. He said it was all written down,
but when he couldn’t remember their names, I figured he might not have documented every
machine he gave out.
He gave one to Al Pimentel. It was for show only. Al bragged about having contacts who
could finance a bottling company and he needed a machine. Whether Al had these contacts
or not is neither here nor there, because what Al really wanted to do was reverse engineer the
machine. Al contacted a variety of organizations asking if they could reverse engineer the
reactor he’d been given, and one of those organizations turned out to be a front for the FBI.
Jack Stiegler of the FBI contacted Pops and told him about this. Pops immediately
copyrighted the machine. He has patent pending (a copy is in the addendum) and never really
planned on fully patenting his device because it would tell everyone how to make one. But,
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after learning about Pimentel and after trusting him for years, Pops decided to see if the
machine could be reverse engineered and with proof of ownership and his copyright, he
dropped off a machine at Texas A&M and asked them to
reverse engineer it.
It took a while, but they eventually called Pops. They said they
couldn’t do it.
With that in mind, Pops did give Al Pimentel a machine with
enough silver to produce BACO for about a year. Anything after
that would be weaker and weaker with every bottle.
After numerous interviews with so many people, we estimated
that there could be at least 5 machines out there that Pops never
got back. They’re probably rusting away in garages somewhere.
I personally found a site in Canada selling Covalent Silver
Solution and I ordered a bottle. I sent it to Pops for testing. It
was very, very weak. Within a few months Canada quit selling
it.
However, they did tell me they bought it from a place in
California, but wouldn’t give me any more information.
Pops, at one point, had had it with all the backstabbing and broken promises and decided to
go after Pimentel and get his machine back. He drafted a letter he planned to eventually
complete and send out to the appropriate police departments to get his reactors back. Here is
a copy:
NOTE: THIS LETTER IS IN THE ORIGINAL STYLE OF THE ORGINAL
LETTER DATED: 10 August 2009
LETTER DESTINATION: (appropriate POLICE Office in Las Vegas, Nevada)
SUBJECT: Letter of Complaint & Theft from Device Inventor, William R. Blessing, Sr. of
Houston, TX against AL PIMENTEL, unknown address in Las Vegas, NV, phone number
702-290-9345.
COMPLAINT:
1. Al Pimentel has continued to sell Product without express consent of its Inventor,
namely, William R. Blessing, Sr. of Houston, TX.
2. Al Pimentel of Las Vegas, Nevada possesses a stolen Device designed, copyrighted,
and patent-pending by the Inventor.
3. Al Pimentel received Device from Inventor but has not delivered buyers of product
according to an agreement Pimentel and Nabil Jabbar signed with Inventor.
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4. In 2004, the Inventor was planning a trip to Las Vegas with the intent of recuperating
the Device from Pimentel. Inventor called Pimentel’s phone number prior to his trip,
but calls were not returned. Inventor then went to Pimentel’s last-known address in
order to obtain the Device but no one came to the door. The Inventor made several
more attempts to make contact at that address and by phone, but returned to Houston
without the Device.
INVENTOR’S CONCERNS:
Al Pimentel does not understand the importance of proper maintenance of the device. If the
device is reverse-engineered or altered, it may produce either an inferior product, harmful
product or a deadly product. Only the Inventor knows the correct operational procedure and
configuration.
ACTION REQUESTED:
1. The Device should be returned to William R. Blessing, Sr. of Houston, TX.
2. Al Pimentel of Las Vegas, Nevada, and his former or current business partner, Nabil
Jabbar, last known to be in Switzerland, are to cease and desist any promotion or
advertisement or internet website(s) related to business using this Device or any
Product made with this Device.
BACKGROUND:
• The Inventor, William R. Blessing, Sr. of Houston, TX, developed a Device capable
of producing a safe and healthful Product proven to be beneficial to humans, animals,
and vegetation.
• In the course of development and testing, the Inventor met a Physician, Dr. Howard
Field, practicing in Tampa, FL who, in October of 2002, introduced the Inventor to
Nabil Jabbar by means of a 3-way telephone conversation. During that initial
conversation, Jabbar mentioned the names of several people to whom he would
introduce the Inventor. They were well-known, highly-placed persons. Jabbar told the
Inventor he could convince them to promote the Product.
LETTER DATED: 10 August 2009
BACKGROUND (continued)
• Jabbar introduced the Inventor to Pimentel by telephone at a later time.
• In 2003, the Inventor met Pimentel and Jabbar for the first time in Las Vegas, NV.
During that visit, they agreed to a one-year contract promising that Jabbar and
Pimentel would obtain Buyer contracts to sell the Product produced by the Device.
• Pimentel and Jabbar convinced the Inventor that Condoleeza Rice, George W. Bush’s
Secretary of State, was requiring that a Device should be located in Los Vegas
because the City is a CIA center.
• The Inventor then built a device and delivered it to Pimentel and Jabbar in Las Vegas
in 2004.
• The year of the contract expired. No Buyer contracts resulted. The Inventor did not
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receive any proceeds for any sold Product.
• The Device has not been returned to the Inventor, William R. Blessing, Sr. of
Houston, TX.
No one knows what happened to all the machines Pops gave out. He wanted to get BACO to
the people who needed it and his lack of business sense coupled with his huge heart he just
gave away as much as he could.
Today there is only one machine in the hands of someone not connected to BACO, now
headed up by Randy Grace, the only person I’ve ever been able to fully trust when it comes
to anything “BACO.”
That machine is the prototype built years ago and in the hands of Bill Branson Jr. The newer
machines are protected by Randy Grace.
Where the company goes from here is anyone’s guess. They were approached by Warren
Buffet’s company, but Pops couldn’t give up his baby completely, so Buffet walked away.
They approached the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, hoping to work with them. After
jumping through hoops and filling out all the paperwork, they were told “We’ll get back to
you in two years.”
That drove them nuts. Besides, someone on the inside informed them that they were looking
for their “own cure” for malaria.
Pops thought to himself, “Well good luck coming up with something that costs 12 cents per
gallon and 1 teaspoon cures malaria.”
So, where it goes from here, nobody knows.
The purpose of this book is to inform the world that there once was an inexpensive cure for
every known pathogen, from ebola to malaria to AIDS, and the common cold.
It was right here in our hands and who knows where it will be 10 years from now?
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Time to Wrap it Up
Yes, time to wrap this history up. But before we go, we should write out some testimonials,
and list out all the possible uses of BACO that could, in fact, save lives everywhere.
However, considering what we’ve learned so far, we might just end up talking about
something that has vanished from the planet because our health care is profit based and when
greed comes into the picture, nobody really gives a shit about the health and wellness of the
people. This is no conspiracy theory; it’s just greed. Einstein felt that there were two limitless
things in the universe: space and stupidity. He forgot about greed. There are no limits to
greed.
So, let us first present you with . . .

Testimonials
Note: We are presenting them with their original typos and spelling errors.
In Fall 1998, I went to the doctor with symptoms such as joint pains and chronic fatigue.
They performed a blood test and the results came back positive with Lupus. I was given a
diet to follow, asking to remove all night shade vegetables from my diet to see if this could
help relieve my joint pains. I was also given prescriptions for pain management. I tried the
diet, but still had difficulty with the severe pain and fatigue.
A friend asked me to try BioAquatic Bion Silver Water and see if it would help relieve the
symptoms. I started drinking a quart a day for two weeks and I started to feel better. I could
finally sleep throughout the night, and my mornings were much easier now that I was able .to
get out of bed. After eight months of using BioAquatic Bion Silver Water, I went back to
the doctor for a blood test, and this time there was no sign of Lupus in the blood work.
The doctor states that it is in remission, but the Silver Water did what no prescribed
medication or diet could accomplish, and that was relieve my pain and fatigue. L.C.
This is an amazing product. I was suffering from typhus in my left leg. I wrapped gauze
around my leg and poured BioAquatic Bion Silver Water onto the wrapping. Within 2 to 3
hours, the pain was gone, and that same day the infection was also gone. Thank you for this
miracle water. T.C.
In 1992, I was diagnosed with a staph infection in my right kidney. The plan by doctors was
to remove my kidney so that the infection would not affect my heart. Six days prior to
surgery, I was given the opportunity to drink BioAquatic Bion Silver Water, and after
drinking less than one liter, the infection was cleared up, so I didn't have to have the surgery.
C.N.
In late 1999, I was in and out of the VA Hospital suffering from Gulf Storm Syndrome. I had
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aches and pains and zero energy. I was introduced to BioAquatic, Bion Silver Water by
some close friends. After taking the treated water for several months, I now have no
symptoms and I'm as healthy as ever. C.C
This the best thing I have ever tried in my life. My blood was so full of yeast that I was in a
constant depression. I had no energy or appetite. It took three liters before I could feel a
change in my condition. BioAquatic, thank you M. S.
Thank you so very much for Bion Silver Water. The cancer diagnoses was devastating. I
had ovarian cancer and not much hope. My family and friends were amazed to hear that I
was cancer free after just three weeks of use. Thank you again. MSR
I was diagnosed with breast cancer. Two months after this report was given to me, through a
friend I met the inventor of Bio Silver Water. We discussed the amount I should drink of this
product. After six weeks of drinking Bio Silver Water, I had another tissue study made and
was extremely excited to hear the report that I was cancer clear. KD.
Thanks again for the opportunity to try Bio Silver Water. Hepatitis C had my life in such a
state of affairs. I could not function, in my job or my social life. My liver enzymes were at
their worst and my viral load was dangerously high. Now my liver is normal and the viral
load is coming down. B.L.
Thank you BioAquatic. After using Bion Silver Water for one week, I was over bleeding
gums of Gingivitis. I continue to drink and rinse my mouth to maintain good dental health.
Thanks G.M.
I had been haemorrhaging for nine months with a 9lb (4.0kg) cancerous tumour in my uterus.
After hearing of remission in other patients by Covalent Silver Solution I decided to avoid
chemotherapy, I then completed a one month course of treatment solely with Covalent Silver
Solution. After one month of treatment the cancerous tumour was surgically removed from
my body benign. In the aftermath, I had a CT scan which thankfully verified that the Cancer
had been eliminated. I have since gone into complete remission and over the past year have
never left home without a bottle of Covalent Silver. My gratitude knows no bounds for the
new lease on life I have been granted by Covalent Silver. Maryanne, Dallas, Texas, USA,
(macs82003@yahoo.com)
My name is Sybil Larson. Eleven years ago, I was found to have colon cancer with 8 of 15
lymph nodes positive. I received surgery and chemotherapy and was listed with stage three
cancer, and told that I had three to six months to live. Four years later, the cancer spread to
my liver, stage four. I had a liver resection.
Three years ago, I had surgery again to remove cancer after a hysterectomy and the removal
of more of my colon. Than a year ago, the cancer was again in my lymph nodes, inoperable
and untreatable with radiation. I began chemotherapy with Xeloda. Then I became aware of
Baco Solution, which was sent to me by Buddy. His generosity as you can see on my MRI
and pet scans made the difference. Finding Buddy and Justin and Baco solution was an
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answer to a prayer and I am so gratefully to my Heavenly father and to them.
I feel much better. The cancer is not found on the scans and the side effects of the Xeloda
have been much reduced. If there are any questions of the results, the Scans and the doctor’s
reports are very clear and should be a positive answer to the effectiveness of Baco Solution
and cancer for me!
Thank you very much. I hope that others will be able to have Baco Solution to help them as it
did me.
David,
I forgot to tell you and this might cheer you up a little bit. Two weeks ago our friends from
Michigan visited and stayed with us. They arrived Monday and by Tuesday the husband
wasn't feeling good. Started him on the Del Immune 6/6 and by Wednesday he felt better.
Then my husband and his wife started feeling sick by Thursday. My husband started taking
the Del Immune that night. By Friday morning our friend can't hardly get up and they have to
fly back home to Michigan. I asked her to take the pills and also gave her 2 tsp of BACO and
gave her 12 more pills to take home.
By Saturday she felt normal again and can't thank me enough. This whole time I never got it
and I'm the one with compromised immune system with WBC of only 2.3. The only thing
different with my husband is I take two of the Del Immune and 2 tsp of the BACO everyday
religiously. I have to thank you for this.
Sandra
I am a diabetic who has a MRSA sore on my heel for 2 years. I have been seeing specialists
for the last 2 years who are trying to clear it up. After 2 years it was still the size of a dime on
the surface and still quite deep. I began using Healon PF and after only 10 days, it began to
fill in and then scabbed over. This never happened during the last 2 years with specialists, so
it has got to be the Healon PF that made the difference. I also used BACO at 2 tbs. twice
daily but learned that the dosage was higher than needed. I now use 1tbs. BACO daily.
Since starting the BACO and Healon PF I have noticed a couple more positive things. My
blood sugar levels have become more stable than they have been over the past 2 years. I
credit this to the BACO as it is killing off the infection in my body and infection is known to
mess with blood sugar levels when one is diabetic. ALSO, and this is VERY important, my
confusion is less and I am now able to drive again! Thank you for offering these great
products. David Weckert
Editor’s Note: HealonPF is a genius product created by a master herbalist, Ron Salley.
There is a video of results using his products at www.mnwp.org/products.htm.
I was originally diagnosed in the fall of 2010. My Ophthalmologist diagnosed my condition
as pars planitis. This is a form of eye inflammation affecting the posterior area of the eye, the
technical term for which is posterior uveitis. I was subsequently treated by my doctor for the
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next six months with multiple injections of corticosteroids. These steroids lowered the
inflammatory response of my body and also causing several side effects. These side effects
included thinning of the skin around my eye, increased ocular pressure, and weakening of the
muscles controlling my eye. I began to realize that the medication was taking more from me
than it was giving. That's when I began exploring alternative treatment options.
My original symptoms were itchy eyes, shooting pains coming from the back of my eye, dry
eye, and difficulty focusing.
After using the BACO for one month, here is his report:
Things are going very well. I used the BACO water exclusively for a week, and it removed
the infection. However, the inflammation remained as it usually does. It would have gone on
for a few more months I think, even with the infection gone as the body seems to go on
overkill when the infection is severe, except I used a medicine that I have mentioned to you
before. It is called Wobenzym, and it reduces inflammation amazingly well. The BACO
water removed the cause, and the Wobenzym removed the remaining symptoms. My eyes
are very sore, and I think it will be some time before they have healed from this ordeal, but I
truly believe that I am free from further vision loss, and what I already have can be adapted
to easily. The stabbing pains are gone and so is the incessant irritation, which is an
inexpressible relief.
I feel like a free man. Thank you so very much David. You can't know how much this means
to me. So, I will just put it this way; If you ever need anything at all, I'm your man. After my
eyes have recovered, I believe I will be able to do data entry again. When I believe in
something, I am the most charismatic and compelling salesperson you will find. I am an
extremely able researcher as well, though I believe you are better than I at that judging from
all of the truth you have uncovered out there. John Blaine
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The Many and Varied Uses (Suggested Uses) of BACO
Obviously it kills pathogens, thus it could be used to stop any epidemic: ebola, HIV/AIDS,
tick borne illnesses, mosquito borne illnesses.
We could end malaria. It’s often pointed out that the islands in the Pacific where so many of
our troops caught malaria were cleared of mosquitoes after WWII with the use of DDT. Sure,
malaria cases went down, but cancer cases went up. BACO would just end the malaria and at
the same time, protect against cancer.
Superbugs are on the rise; bacteria that have built up resistance to antibiotics.
No bug can build a resistance to BACO. The biology involved isn’t the same as using
antibiotics.
Because BACO kills harmful nemotodes and fungi in soils, using it can increase crop output
and even make desert lands usable for agriculture. On farms it will neutralize the waste of
livestock. As a preventive in the water supply of farms, we could end the use of antibiotics
and stop antibiotic resistance that starts in our livestock.
I’ve raised chickens and I’m very aware of viruses that can sweep through the flock quickly.
Just a few ounces to five gallons of water stopped those viruses in their tracks. Spraying it
over their area kept the smell down. On wounded chickens from pecking, we often sprayed
directly onto their wounds (some caused by skunk) and saved the life of the animal.
BACO in hospitals could end nosocomial infections (infections gotten while hospitalized).
BACO could be misted at all entrances and exits, in surgical rooms, and through the
ventilation. Doctors, nurses, and administrators could walk through a light mist at times to
keep from spreading germs. And that stethoscope your doctor washes once a year, if at all,
could be sprayed daily. Today 75,000 die needlessly from nosocomial infections.
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/04/190415082033.htm
Used in ventilation systems in hotels and on cruise ships would wipe out Legionnaire’s
Disease.
Misted in meat packing plants could kill everything from listeria to e. coli, and make the
workers healthy who breathe it in daily.
It can be used as a kitchen and bathroom disinfectant. Studies have shown that it kills germs
on contact, and then continues to kill germs long after applied.
It can purify water in seconds, killing cholera, anthrax, and any other pathogen.
Misting at entrances and exits in mass transit will keep passengers from exchanging
pathogens.
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One of the best ways to take BACO is via a nebulizer. We once posted a cure for flu and the
common cold, which was when the first symptoms hit, take a tablespoon in water and sip, or
hold it under your tongue as long as possible and then swallow. We also recommended 6 –
10 Del-ImmuneV® which is one heck of an immune stimulant. The problem was being able
to recognize one’s first symptoms. If we didn’t do this routine in time, we were sick for at
least a week.
It was later discovered that, even after missing the short window of “first symptoms,” half an
ounce to an ounce in a nebulizer did the trick. It ended the flu or cold.
It can be filtered and taken intravenously. There is a minor problem in that things that are
taken by IV must be produced in a clean, dust-proof, germ-proof environment. However we
think this can be gotten around eventually because BACO kills all germs. What’s more
germ-free? But again, it must be filtered.
And finally, there is a possibility that one day batteries that last forever could be produced
from BACO. I’ve had a few discussions with professionals in chemistry and physics and
proposed to them a few “what ifs.” I compared using BACO to build upon like the theory of
“heat exchange” in refrigeration.
Because BACO molecules live in perpetual motion (no other substance on the planet does
this), I’ve proposed, “Why can’t we build on that with an ‘energy exchange?’” This would
involve building on the miniscule energy released in its movement through solution;
building, building, building until you’re producing enough energy to charge a battery.
This could be impossible, but it could be possible. We’ll never know if nobody tries it.
And one last thing that BACO will end, and the world will thank us for this:
BACO will end those damn apocalyptic movies in which a virus is loose and it’s going to
wipe out humanity. These movies are horrible. Finally we’ve found an end to these horrible
movies. BACO to the rescue!

Fin
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Afterword
Anyone wishing to invest, donate, or help in any way keep to BACO alive, mass produce it,
bottle it, and get it to foreign countries can email (with the subject “BACO) to:
ahzoov@aol.com
or
david@wellnessjourneys.com
Or call (763) 689-9355
Or send mail to:
BACO Inquiries
c/o Minnesota Wellness Publications
PO Box 1
Grandy MN 55029-000
Since publishing this to the web, we’ve already been accused of just wanting to sell BACO.
Only thing is, we forgot to include a link. We do want to get it out to the world, but please
read this treatise. Your author has never intended on making a profit off of BACO and has
never taken one cent for his work. The organization behind this publication is a 501(c)(3)
educational charity.
There is only one place, as of publishing this piece, where you can get BACO right now and
that is at an online, non-profit store called:

Simply the Best

The following appendices contain the documentation mentioned throughout.
We want to reiterate that every page of this work is copyrighted and may not
be published, broadcast, copied, rewritten, or redistributed in whole or part
without the express written permission of the author and signed in hardcopy
with his signature.
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